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Works:

Unidentified:

Fragment re spiritualism, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated.

Article on causes of World War I, signed handwritten manuscript with emendations, 19 pages, undated.

Article on spiritualism, 2 carbon copy typescripts, 11 pages, each, undated.

Article re spiritualism as a political force, handwritten manuscript with a few emendations and deletions, 16 pages, undated.

Lecture re spirit communications from dead authors, handwritten manuscript / incomplete with revisions and with a newspaper clipping attached, 17 pages, undated. Discusses communications from Charles Dickens, Oscar Wilde, and Jack London.

Lecture re spiritualism, signed handwritten manuscript / incomplete with a few emendations, 18 pages, undated. This manuscript may be composed of parts of two separate lectures.

Lecture re spiritualism and Christianity, handwritten manuscript / notes, 8 pages, undated. Answers attack by Bishop Karney. Included with this: two sets of photocopies of these pages of notes, 2 pages each.

Lecture re spiritualism and psychic photographs, carbon copy typescript, 7 pages, undated. Included with this: AN by Lady Jean Doyle on slip of paper, 1 page, undated.

Lecture re survival and communication after death, handwritten manuscript / notes with revisions, 16 pages, undated.

Message to spiritualists re future world events, 4 mimeos, one with handwritten note in Doyle's hand, 4 pages each, undated.

Notes re psychic warnings of coming crisis, handwritten manuscript / notes, 1 page, undated.

The adventure of the golden pince-nez, signed handwritten manuscript with emendations, 56 pages bound, undated. Inscribed on cover to H. Greenough Smith, 8 February 1916.

The alleged posthumous writings of great authors, signed handwritten manuscript with emendations, 16 pages, July 1927.
Article on his favorite fiction, signed handwritten manuscript / incomplete, 8 pages, undated. First page lacking.

Autobiographical questionnaire, signed handwritten replies, 29 October 1899.

Borrowed scenes, signed handwritten manuscript with few revisions, 13 pages bound, undated.

The boys' Sherlock Holmes; new and enlarged edition; a selection from the works of A. Conan Doyle; arranged with introduction by Howard Haycraft, 2 sets of galley proofs / incomplete, 95 sheets each; 2 sets of page proofs / incomplete, 99 sheets each; 1961 (copyright date).

Broadcast: a chat with Conan Doyle, typescript with handwritten emendations, 5 pages, undated.

The contest, signed handwritten manuscript with emendations, 18 pages bound, 1911.

The detective of the future, signed typescript, 6 pages bound, 24 September no year.

The doctors of Hogland, signed handwritten manuscript with few emendations, 20 pages bound, 1892. From Hanley II.

The fall of Lord Barrymore, signed handwritten manuscript with revisions, 24 pages bound, undated.

The great shadow, handwritten manuscript, 191 pages bound, undated.

The green flag, signed handwritten manuscript with emendations, 29 pages bound, undated.

Houdini, typed and carbon copy manuscript / fragments, 7 pages, undated. Fragments of an unidentified article on Houdini.

Houdini the enigma; a study, composite handwritten, typed, and carbon copy manuscript with some handwritten revisions, 70 pages, 1 June 1929.

Houdini the enigma; a study, printed pages with handwritten emendations and insertions, 33 pages, undated.

Houdini's last escape, typed and carbon copy manuscript with handwritten revisions, 13 pages; carbon copy typescript with handwritten emendations and photocopy of a declaration by Beatrice Houdini, 13 pages; 1 June 1929, undated.
The hound of the Baskervilles, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. From the Ellery Queen Collection.

How Etienne Gerard said goodbye to his master, signed handwritten manuscript with emendations, 16 pages, undated.

Inserts on sports for unidentified work, handwritten manuscript with emendations, 11 pages, undated.

Lectures:

Opening of the photographic lecture, signed typescript with minor emendations and corrections, 4 pages, undated.

The new revelation, handwritten, typed, and carbon copy manuscript with handwritten deletions and emendations, 22 pages, undated.

The new revelation, typescript with handwritten emendation, 28 pages, undated.

Recent psychic research, handwritten manuscript, 5 pages; typescript / first page, 1 page; carbon copy typescript, 5 pages; undated.

Recent psychic research, typescript / incomplete, 3 pages; carbon copy typescript, 5 pages; undated.

Watchman what of the night, handwritten manuscript / notes, 8 pages; handwritten manuscript / notes written on 6 envelopes, 6 pages; undated.

The lift, signed handwritten manuscript with emendations, 16 pages, undated.

Modern Arctic discovery, handwritten manuscript / incomplete, 16 pages, undated.

The mystery of the Fox sisters, signed handwritten manuscript with revisions, 37 pages, undated.

Note re the Goodland script, handwritten manuscript / note, 1 page, undated. Included with this: envelope with AN written on it.

Notes:

For unidentified lectures, handwritten manuscript / notes, 3 pages; handwritten manuscript / notes, 2 pages on 1 leaf; handwritten manuscript / notes, 5 pages; handwritten manuscript / notes, 2 pages on 1 leaf; undated.

For A. C. D.'s lantern lectures on spiritualism, typed and carbon copy manuscript with handwritten emendations and deletions, 42 pages; typed and carbon copy manuscript / incomplete with handwritten emendations and deletions, 27 pages; undated.
On slides to accompany a lecture on psychic photographs, carbon copy typescript / notes / incomplete with few handwritten emendations and deletions, 13 pages, undated.

Container 2.7

One crowded hour, signed handwritten manuscript with revisions, 31 pages bound, circa 1911.

Container 2.10

Opening of the photographic lecture, typescript with handwritten revisions, 4 pages, undated.

Container 2.7

Our second American adventure, handwritten manuscript / incomplete with emendations and few newspaper clippings inserted, approximately 200 pages, circa 1924.

Container 2.11

Pheneas speaks (direct spirit communications… reported to A. C. Doyle):

Typescript / rough draft / incomplete with handwritten revisions, 124 pages, undated.

Container 2.12

Typescript / fragment, 23 pages; typescript / fragment, 17 pages; carbon copy typescript / fragment, 16 pages, undated.

Container 2.13

Typescript, 1 page (numbered 2), undated.

Container 2.14

The proof of spiritualism, mimeo, 5 pages, undated. Article for National Press Agency Ltd.

Container 2.7

Rationalism and spiritualism, with a drastic examination of Mr. Joseph McCabe, signed handwritten manuscript with revisions, 44 pages, 21 June 1920.

Container 3.1

A scandal of Bohemia, handwritten manuscript, 30 pages bound, 6 April 1891. From the Ellery Queen Collection.

Container osbv 1

The Slapping Sal, signed handwritten manuscript with revisions, 16 pages bound, undated.

Container 3.2

Spiritualism: some straight questions and answers, carbon copy typescript with extensive handwritten emendation, 5 pages, undated.

Container 3.1

The striped chest, signed handwritten manuscripts with few emendations, 28 pages bound, undated. From the Hanley Collection.

Container 3.3

Talk delivered in South Africa, handwritten manuscript with few emendations, 5 pages, undated. Mentions his two forthcoming lectures on spiritualism.

Container 3.1
The three correspondents, signed handwritten manuscript with revisions, 24 pages, undated.

The uncharted coast:

The dwellers on the border, handwritten manuscript with revisions, 17 pages, circa 1920.  Container 3.4


An old story retold, signed handwritten manuscript / incomplete with emendations, 23 pages, 1920.

The shadows on the screen, signed handwritten manuscript with emendations, 16 pages, 24 November 1920?

What spiritualism claims, 2 mimeos, 4 pages each, undated. Article for National Press Agency, Ltd. Container 3.5

When I am asked what my system of work is, I have…, handwritten manuscript, 3 pages, undated. Container 3.1
Letters:

ALS to unidentified recipient, undated (Cape Town).

ALS to unidentified recipient, 18 December no year.

ALS to unidentified recipient, 2 December 1893.

ALS to unidentified recipient, 14 November 1894.

ALS to unidentified recipient, 1 April 1912.

ANI to unidentified recipient, undated. "Don't know the Home Secretary nor would he interfere… ."

TccL to unidentified recipient George, undated.

ALS to unidentified recipient re A study in scarlet, 31 December 1913.

AN to unidentified secretary re his correspondence, undated. Included with this: TN to unidentified recipient, undated.

Christmas greeting signed to unidentified recipient, undated. Written on verso of a photograph.

9 ALS, 2 TLS to unidentified recipients, 1892-1925, undated.

ALS to unidentified recipient, 29 September 1925.

4 ALS to unidentified recipients, 14 March 1895, 14 May 1896, undated.

12 typed copies, 12 typed carbon copies of 11 ALS and APCS to various recipients, 1893-1917, undated. Of originals in U. T. files. Also includes copy of ALS by Mary J. E. Doyle, 28 May 1892.

ALS to Besant, Walter, Sir, undated.

ALS to Bullen, Frank Thomas, undated.

ALS to Cornhill magazine, directed to Reginald Smith, 1 April 1911.

APCS to Daily express, directed to the editor, 21 January 1919.

TL / copy to Dunne, J. W., 5 May 1929. Included with ALS J. W. Dunne to Doyle, 23 May 1929. Removed from Doyle 923e HRC.
2 TL / copies to East African standard, directed to the editor, 13 October 1929, 14 January 1930. Enclosed are TLS from Kodak, Ltd. to Doyle, 11 October 1929 and a photograph with AN on verso signed Frederick Reginald Melton.


ALS to Hatton, Joseph, undated.

ALS to Holloway, undated.

APCS to Innes, T. A., 3 April 1928.

TL / copy to Kirkby, B. K., 12 June 1930.

ALI / draft / incomplete to Light, directed to the editor, undated. Probably sent to proposed signers for approval. Initials at end of letter: A. C. D.; H. D. B; A. W; R. H. S.

ALS, AL / copy to Lodge, Oliver Joseph, Sir, 22 November 1916, 25 March no year.

ALS to Long, John, 2 July 1903.

AL / incomplete / photographic copy to "Mam," 11 November 1891.

TLS to Mannin, Ethel Edith?, 26 June 1930.

3 ALS to Marillier, H. C., 4 November 1895, undated.

ALS to Murray, 24 December 1897.

ALS to Newnes, George, Sir, 28 August 1893. Written on this: Newnes's AN and instructions for reply to Doyle.

ALI / copy to Newton, Miss, 6 August no year. Enclosed with this: 3 negatives of fairy photographs. Included with this: proof of these photographs, 3 pages, with handwritten captions by Doyle; envelope with AN by Doyle.

13 ALS, 53 ALI, TL, 2 TL / copies, 2 APCS, 3 APCI to Park, William, 1918-1928, undated. Container 3.9

3 ALS to Payn, 12 December 1893, undated. Container 3.10

TL / mimeo, 2 TL / photocopies to the editor of Pearson's magazine re Madame Blavatsky, undated.

ALS / copy to Potter, J. M., 21 October no year.

3 ALS to Smith, 6 February 1914, undated.
11 ALS, ALI to Smith, Herbert Greenhough, 18 June 1919, 4 May 1921, undated.  
2 ALS dictated by Doyle and signed by secretary.  


FL / typescript draft / incomplete with one handwritten emendation and attached printers card; FL to members of the Society for Psychical Research, London, January 1930. Included with these: 2 TL / copies Doyle to the chairman of the Council of the Society for Psychical Research, 22 January 1930. This letter is incorporated in full in the FL to members.  

ALS to Stoker, Bram, 20 August 1897. Re Dracula.  

ALS to Strachey, 1906?  

TLS to Viereck, G. S., 29 May 1929.  

ANS to Ward, Dorothy Mary, Miss, undated.  

5 ALS to Ward, Mary Augusta Arnold, 28 February 1909, 27 September 1913, undated.  

TL / copy to Watney, Charles, 14 January 1930.  

ALS, ANS, TLI to Watson, Edmund Henry Lacon, 2 October 1926, undated.  

ALS to Watt, 9 January 1893.  

APCS to Whelen, Frederick, 15 September 1917.  

ALS / copy, 3 ALI / copies to Wilcox, E., circa 1922.
Recipient:

Unidentified author:

AL to Doyle, 24 May 1918.  
AL / incomplete to Doyle, 12 May 1919.  
AL / incomplete to Doyle, 4 March 1920.  
AL / incomplete to Doyle, 5 June 1920 (Glasgow). Discusses Houdini’s tricks.  
AL / incomplete to Doyle, July 1920.  
Telegram to Doyle, 25 July 1921. Included with this: front page of The Times, 26 July 1921.  
AL / incomplete to Doyle, 26 February 1924 (Deptford). Included is envelope with AN by Doyle. Mentions Garscadden collection of spirit photographs.  
TL / incomplete to Doyle, 7 July 1925 (Brighton).  
AL / incomplete to Doyle, 29 November 1925.  
AL / incomplete to Doyle, 31 March 1926. A long letter describing a materialization.  
AL / incomplete to Doyle, 20 April 1926.  
ALS to Doyle, 9 July 1926.  
ALI J. A. H. to Doyle, undated.  

Unidentified medium. Message / typed transcript from Hyslop, though an unidentified medium, to Doyle, 5 pages, undated.  

Unidentified medium. Signed handwritten message from Kingsley Doyle through an unidentified medium to father and mother (Doyle and Lady Jean Doyle), undated. This includes a message from W. T. Stead.  

Unidentified mediums. Messages / typed and carbon copy transcripts, some from Pheneas, to Doyle and Lady Jean Doyle, 29 pages, undated.  

Abbott, David Phelps, 1863-1934. TLS to Doyle, 14 July 1922.  
Affiliated Lyceum & Chautauqua Association. TLS to Doyle, 3 May 1920. Included with this: envelope with ANI by Vilhjalmur Stefansson.
Ainsbury, Frank. ALS to Doyle, 30 April 1926.

Ainsworth, Helena. ALS to Doyle, 11 March 1919.

Allen, William S. 3 ALS, ALS / incomplete to Doyle, 1921-1922.

Alwyne-Turner, J. ALS to Doyle, 3 November 1921.

American Society for Psychical Research, Inc. TLS Frederick Bligh Bond to Doyle, 16 May 1930.

Amos, B. ALS to Doyle, 26 June 1928.

Archer, Frank. ALS to Doyle, 22 February 1922.

Arnold, Julian B. TLS / incomplete to Doyle, undated.

Astley, Genevieve. ALS to Doyle, 22 October 1926.

Atkinson, Daisy. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Austin, Vincent. ALS to Doyle, 6 November 1924. Letterhead: Chicago daily news.

Baddeley, C. E. TLS to Doyle, 4 May 1921.

Baggally, Laura E. TLS to Doyle, 3 April 1930.

Baggally, William Wortley. ALS to Doyle, 8 March 1920.

Bailey, Marten. TLS to Doyle, 24 February 1923.

Baines, Mildred E. ALS to Doyle, 22 June 1919.

Baker, Mary A. ALS to Doyle, 16 September 1922.

Baldwin, Emily. ALS to Doyle, 17 May no year.

Ballantine, F. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Barber, Frank E. ALS to Doyle, 25 February 1921.

Barlow, Fred, b. 1888. 8 TLS to Doyle, 3 September 1919, July-November 1922, 25 September 1926. Enclosed with 2 August: TccL of this and TL / copy British College of Psychic Science (J. H. McKenzie) to Barlow, 1 August 1922. Enclosed with 11 August: A vindication of the Crewe circle contents, typescript, 1 page. Enclosed with 20 August: TccL Barlow to Dingwall, 20 August 1922. Enclosed
with 1926 letter: carbon copy typescript / account of a séance with Harold Evans.

Barnes, Leonard J. TLS to Doyle, 28 July 1922.

Barrett, William Fletcher, 1844-1925. ALS to Doyle, 12 July no year.

Baxendale, Heppings H. 3 ALS to Doyle, 1925.

Beecher, E. N. AccL to Doyle, 18 January 1923. Included with this: unidentified article by Beecher, handwritten carbon copy manuscript / fragment, 2 pages (numbered 9-10), undated.

Begbie, Harold. ALS to Doyle, 4 February 1920.

Belfast Association of Spiritualists. ALS to Doyle, 28 May 1925.

Bell, Marjorie. 5 ALS to Doyle, 1928.

Bennett, E. P., Mrs. ALS to Doyle re fairies, 27 May 1928.

Bennett, Roy. TLS to Doyle, 30 October 1925.

Benny, G. M. ALS to Doyle, 8 April no year.

Bepler, M. Ingle. ALS to Doyle, 12 December 1919.

Bince, Janet A. ALS to Doyle, 26 November 1919.

Bintliff, Horace. ALS to Doyle, 1 August 1928.

Bisson, Juliette Alexandre. 3 ALS to Doyle, 1921-1922. Included is a photograph of Madame Bisson. Written in French.

Blaikley, David. ALS to Doyle, 24 July 1917.

Blake, Frank T. ALS to Doyle, 3 February 1920.

Blatchford, Robert, 1851-1944. ALS to Doyle, 1 October 1923.

Blood, Irma. ALS to Doyle, 16 March 1919.

Bloomfield, Elsie. 2 ALS to Doyle, 21 and 22 June 1920.

Bond, Frederick Bligh, 1864-1945. TLS to Doyle, 27 April 1918. Removed from DA 690 G45 B6.

Bond, James. ALS to Doyle, 2 May 1920.
Botha, Helen. 2 ALS to Doyle, 5 September 1922, undated. Dated letter includes AL / copy Botha to her husband, 29 July 1922, and signed handwritten manuscript, 12 pages.

Boulbee, Ellen. ALS to Doyle, 21 December 1919.

Bowdon, Walter Sydney. ALS to Doyle, 10 October no year.

Boyce, Adam. ALS to Doyle, 8 November 1919. Removed from BF 1311 F8 B6.


Bradburne, A. A. ALS to Doyle, 7 February 1917.


Brennan, A. ALS to Doyle, 24 January 1924.

Brichta, Maud. APCS to Doyle, undated.

British College of Psychic Science, London. ALS, 2 TL resident principal J. Hewat McKenzie to Doyle, 1922.

Brittain, Annie. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Brockhaven, Jean. ALS to Doyle, 28 April 1925 (Holland). Body of letter in another hand. Enclosed with this: English transcription of Brockhaven's postscript to a Doyle article, handwritten manuscript / incomplete, 6 pages undated.

Büchner, Karl. ALS / copy to Dole, 7 November 1903. On verso is AN re Slade.

Burke. ALS to Doyle, 9 February 1926.

Burleigh, Bennet, 1844-1914. ALS to Doyle, 6 October 1905.

Burnier, de. ALS to Doyle, 15 January 1919.

Butcher, E. F. ALS to Doyle, 27 November 1919.

Byrne, John F. ALS to Doyle, 24 April 1921.

Cadell, G. L. ALS to Doyle, 8 August no year.

Callan, James. ALS to Doyle, 23 December 1917.

Cambridge. University. Cambridge Union Society. ALS, 2 TLS vice president Alan King Hamilton to Doyle, 1927.


Campbell, Elsie M. H. ALS to Doyle, 29 November 1919.

Campbell, Reginald John, 1867-1956. TLS to Doyle, 22 April 1921. Removed from BF 1383.28 1882 CDO.

Canadian National Railways. TLS to Doyle, 21 March 1923.

Cantlon, C. F., Mrs. TLS to Doyle, 17 September 1929. Letterhead: Faery Investigation Society.

Carmichael, S. G. ALS to Doyle, 24 November 1921.

Carpenter, Marion J. ALS to Doyle, 8 March 1930.

Castberg, K. W. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Cathels, D. ALS to Doyle, 27 February 1922.

Chester, Eng. Chester Spiritualist Church. ALS secretary Norris T. Cogswell to Doyle, 24 August 1922.

Chilty, Joseph H. P. ALS to Doyle, 26 August 1928.

Christie, F., Mrs. ALS to Doyle, 24 March no year.

Churchill, Kathleen Beaven Spencer, Lady, d. 1943. ALS to Doyle, 18 December 1919.

Churchill, Verena Maud Lowther, Lady, d. 1927. 3 ALS to Doyle, 1919-1920.


Clark, J. ALS to Doyle, 22 January 1930.

Clarke, P. T. ALS to Doyle, 29 May 1928.

Clement, R. G. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Clempert, John. TLS to Doyle, 2 September 1927. Mentions Houdini.
Cockle, F. T. ALS to Doyle, 28 June 1927.

Colledge, Idina L. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Collyer, Bessie. 2 ALS to Doyle, undated.

Cooda, Violet P. ALS to Doyle, 30 May 1920.

Cooper, Alex. ALS to Doyle, 2 February 1922.

Corbett, Lionel. ALS to Doyle, 19 September 1924.

Corkish, Ethel. TLS to Doyle, 5 May 1922 (Seattle).

Costikyan, M. N. ALS to Doyle, 16 April 1922.


Coxworthy, Julia. ALS to Doyle, 24 March 1927. Removed from Doyle C84e HRC.

Crandon, Le Roi Goddard, b. 1873. ALI, 23 TLS, TLI, TL to Doyle, 1924-1928. One mentions Houdini's death. Enclosed with these: carbon copy typescript / notes on spiritualist sittings, 51 pages, 1924-1927; 7 TccL to and from Crandon, July-November 1924.

Craven, Cornelia. ALS to Doyle, 30 November no year.

Crawford, Frank G. TLS to Doyle, 11 July 1923.

Crawford, H. W. ALS to Doyle, 12 February 1919.

Crawford, William Jackson, 1880-1920. 2 ALS to Doyle, 16 and 21 March 1920.

Crawley, Frederick J. TLS to Doyle, 20 January 1922.

Crewe, A. R. ALS to Doyle, 27 April 1920.

Crosly, Alice L. ALS to Doyle, 11 December 1918.

Crozier, F. P. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Crummy, Richard, Mrs. ALS to Doyle, 18 April 1922.

Cumberbirch, F. ALS to Doyle, 10 November 1926.

Cummins, Geraldine Dorothy, 1890-1969. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Curnow, L. ALI to Doyle, 3 April 1924.
Curnow, Leslie. ALS, ANI to Doyle, 10 May 1921, 18 July 1922. ANI written on Notes concerning alleged fraud in mediums, typescript, 1 page, undated.

Cushman, Allerton. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Cushman, Allerton Seward, 1867-1930. ALS to Doyle, 23 January 1922.

Cuthbert, Alberta Gore. TLS to Doyle, 1 June 1920.

Dakers, Andrew Herbert, b. 1887. TLS to Doyle, 27 September 1921. Included with this: 5 clippings re Atlantis. Removed from GN 751 D675 1882b CDO.

Dann, Mrs. AL / incomplete to Doyle, 14 August no year.

Darlington (Eng.) Psychological Society. ALS hon. Secretary W. G. Mitchell to Doyle, 23 July 1921.

Darrow, Eli R. ALS to Doyle, 4 February 1922.

Davey, Florence W. ALS to Doyle, 12 June 1930.

Davies, Adelina Powell. ALS to Doyle, 1 August 1923.

Davis, John D. ALS to Doyle, 27 February 1921.

Daw, Hilder. ALS to Doyle, 29 December 1919.

Dawson, L. ALS to Doyle, 14 March 1919.

Deane, A. E. ALS to Doyle, 1 September 1922. Not described in card catalog, transfer from Photography Collection.

De Bourbon, R. ALS to Doyle, undated. Enclosed with this: The passing (poem), handwritten manuscript, 2 pages, undated.

Dee, Constance G. ALS to Doyle, 25 April 1919.

Denis, Léon, 1846-1927. ALS, APCS to Doyle, 19 April and 22 July 1924. Written in French. Included with these: AN on reincarnation by Doyle. Removed from BF 12621 D44 1922.

De Villiers, Jean Etienne Reenen, Sir, 1875- . 2 ALS to Doyle, 17 October 1923, 9 January 1924. Included: AN re the letters.

Dewey, H. L. L. TLS to Doyle, 21 October 1919.

Dewiche-Jones, Lucette. ALS to Doyle, 2 July 1921.
Dinkham, Doris M. ALS to Doyle re fairies, 28 May 1928.

Dixon Charles. ALS to Doyle, 31 March 1903. Thanks for financial help.

Doorly, James Gerald Stokely, 1880-1956. ALS to Doyle re Houdini, 18 September 1927.

Douglas-Crompton, S. 2 ALS to Doyle, 10 February and 4 November 1919.

Doyle, A. A. TLS to Doyle, 16 October 1923.

Doyle, Adrian Malcolm Conan. ALS to Doyle ("Pop"), 23 February 1927.

Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir, 1859-1930. 40 ALS, 7 TLS, APCS from spiritualist churches and societies re lectures, 1919-1926, undated.

Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 1909-1955. ALS to Doyle ("Daddy"), 27 October 1926.

Doyle, Mary Conan. ALS to Doyle ("Daddy"), undated.

Duckworth, Sophie Hagemann. TLS to Doyle, 3 March 1923.

Dunbar, L. 2 ALS to Doyle, 10 June 1903, undated.

Duncan, Victor George. ALS to Doyle, 8 March 1926.

Dundonald, Douglas Mackinnon Baillie Hamilton Cochrane, 12th Earl, 1852-1935. ALS to Doyle, 22 December 1900.

Dunham, W. P. TLS, TccLS to Doyle, 11 August and 18 December 1921.

Durham, John George Lambton, 3rd Earl, 1855-1928. ALS to Doyle, 13 August no year.

Earle, Aimée Vavasour. TLS to Doyle, 28 August 1922.

East African standard. TLS, ANS to Doyle, 19 and 21 August 1929.

Edwards, John. ALS to Doyle, 11 June 1920.

Egerton, Beatrix. 2 ALS to Doyle, 11 March and 18 May 1919. March letter: asks advice re spiritualism.

Ellam, J. E. ALS to Doyle, 19 April 1919.

Elliott, L. Maurice. TLS to Doyle, 17 January 1922. Attached to this: AN by Lady Jean Doyle re this letter.
Emmons, Hamilton. ALS to Doyle, 3 September no year. Discusses Beatrice Houdini and Arthur Ford.

Engholm, Harry W. 2 ALS, TLS to Doyle, 20 March 1920, 28 December 1923, 12 January 1924.

Ernst, Bernard Morris Lee. 3 ALS, TLS to Doyle re Beatrice Houdini, 1929-1930. Attached to one is AN by Lady Doyle.

Escombe, McGrath & Co. 2 TLS to Doyle, 12 April and 27 May 1920. Enclosed with 27 May: plan of the ocean liner Naldera.

Eyre, Constance. ALS to Doyle, 21 May no year.

Farley, Mary Louise. ALS to Doyle, 18 April 1922.

Fast, Francis R. 3 TLS to Doyle, 1927-1929. 1929 letter: re Houdini code message

Fawcett, P. H. TLS to Doyle, 26 March 1919.

Feilding, Everard, 1867-1936. 2 ALS, 1 TLS, 1920.

Fersen, Margot de, Comtesse. TLS to Doyle, 7 October 1919. Included: ALS from her husband, Comte de Fersen to Sir A. Conan Doyle, 15 May 1922.

Field, Roscoe and Co. TLS to Doyle, 25 September 1929.


Filmer, George B. ALS to Doyle, 15 December 1922.

Fletcher, A. L. ALS to Doyle, 15 September 1927. Mentions Houdini.

Fletcher, Marion J. ALS to Doyle, 29 May 1922.

Foster, F. H. ALS to Doyle, 4 February 1920.

Fox, Grace. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Frazee, William. TLS to Doyle re Houdini, 18 September 1927.

Freeman, H. B. ALS to Doyle, 1 June 1918.

Freeman, H. Layton. ALS to Doyle, 22 January 1922. Enclosed with this: ALS / copy Freeman to Daily telegraph, published there on 4 September 1905. Included is an envelope with Doyle's AN on it.
Funk and Wagnalls Co. TLI to Doyle, 10 October 1929. Removed from BV 315 S3 CDO.

Gale, Alfred. ALS to Doyle, undated.  Container 5.6

Gardner, Adelaide. ALS to Doyle, 10 January 1926.

Gardner, Edward L. 5 ALS, 6 TLS, TL / incomplete to Doyle, 1920-1921. Included with these: TccL / incomplete (final 2 pages only) of letter dated 6 September 1920; a military record of G. Hoder, sent by Gardner on 13 December 1921. Container 5.5

Garriock, Thomas S. ALS to Doyle, March 1919. Container 5.6

Ghelyberry, H. ALS to Doyle, 17 June 1911.

Gibbes, E. B. ALS to Doyle, undated.


Gielly, H. G. TLS to Doyle, 21 November 1913.

Gilden, A. ALS to Doyle, 22 August 1921.

Gillen, Pearl. ALS to Doyle, 14 February 1923.

Gilmore, Laura Edmonds. ALS to Doyle, 27 November 1916.

Godden, E. S. ALS to Doyle, 11 January 1919.

Gollin, A. A., Miss. ALS to Doyle, 9 May 1922.

Goodlord, Charles James. ALS to Doyle, 19 October 1922.

Gordon, H. L. ALS to Doyle, 21 March 1929.

Gordon, Sara. ALS to Doyle, 14 January 1926.

Gore Anley, E. M. ALS to Doyle, 5 December no year.

Gornold, W. TLS / incomplete to Doyle, undated.

Gould, Maud Cole. TL to Doyle, 14 September 1928.

Gow, David. 2 ALS, 2 ALI, AN, TLI to Doyle, 1920-1930, undated. AN written on proof with handwritten corrections, 1 page, of Pictures that remain in the crystal by David Gow.
Graham, Annie. ALS to Doyle, 27 November 1919.

Grey, Pamela Wyndham Grey, Viscountess, 1871-1928. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Grierson, Selma M. ALS to Doyle, 13 May 1920.

Grierson, T. E. ALS to Doyle, 27 January no year.

Gysel. TLS to Doyle, 11 September no year. Mentions Houdini.


Hall, E. Conway. ALS to Doyle, 14 January 1920.

Hall, Florence. ALS to Doyle, 1 March no year.

Hall, Jean A. ALS to Doyle, October 1922.

Halton, Matthew Henry, 1904-1956. TLS to Doyle, undated.

Hamblin, W. ALS to Doyle, 4 April 1919.

Hamilton, Bessie. 3 ALS to Doyle, 20 December no year, 16 March 1919, undated.

Hammonde, Daphne. ALS to Doyle, 17 August 1904. Thanks for financial help.

Hansen, Niels. ALS to Doyle, 22 August 1923. Relates story about fairies in Denmark.


Harkowitz, Eugen. TLS to Doyle re Houdini, 20 December 1926.

Harvey, W. Britton. ALS to Doyle, 1 March 1925.

Hastings, Mary. ALS to Doyle, 4 March 1920.

Hay, Irene. ALS to Doyle, 9 November 1919.

Hazell Watson & Viney Ltd., Printers and Binders. TLS to Doyle, 4 April 1928.

Heald, William. ALS to Doyle, 20 January 1922.
Healy, John. ALS to Doyle, 26 July 1923. Removed from BF 1272 M385 1912.

Hemenway, Harriett L. ALS to Doyle, 10 April 1930. Removed from BF 101 I4 v. 38 HRC.

Henderson, Bruce. ALS, 3 TLS to Doyle, 1921-1925. Container 5.8

Henderson, Wilfred. 2 TLS to Doyle, 2 and 28 June 1925. Container 5.7

Herrenschwand, Nina de. ALS to Doyle, 26 July no year.

Hett, C. W. ALS to Doyle, 26 March 1919.

Hewitt, E. P. ALS to Doyle, 13 March 1918. Container 5.9

Hewitt, E. P. 3 ALS to Doyle, 1919. Removed from BF 1290 H4 CDO. Container 5.7

Hextall, W. B. ALS to Doyle, 24 June 1911.

Hicks, E., Mrs. ALS to Doyle, 22 January no year.

Hill, John Arthur, 1872-1951. 2 ALS to Doyle, 21 February 1920, undated.

Hillman, Hugh H. TLS to Doyle, 3 September 1921.

Hills, Gertrude. TLS to Doyle re Houdini, 22 November 1926.

Hitch, Calvin M. TLS to Doyle, 20 February 1922. Included with this: visiting card.

Hodges, Mildred. ALS to Doyle, 29 December no year.

Holmes, William Cuthbert. ALS to Doyle, 8 April 1919.

Hormann, G. W. ALS to Doyle, 26 January 1928 (New Zealand). Enclosed with this: signed handwritten endorsements by several witnesses to incidents related in letter, 2 pages.

Houdini, Beatrice Rahner. 2 ALS, 3 TLS to Doyle, 1926-1928.

Houdini, Harry, 1874-1926. TLS to Doyle, 7 February 1924. Enclosed with this: TL / copy George H. Doran Co. to Miss J. J. Dienstag, 31 January 1924.

Howe, W. T. ALS to Doyle, 15 April 1922.

Hudson, E. ALS to Doyle, 11 February 1920.

Hudson, Morris. ALS to Doyle, 17 December 1922.
Hunter, James. ALS to Doyle, 16 February 1922.

Hunter, Thomas. ALS to Doyle re reincarnation, 18 December 1922. Included with this: envelope with AN by Doyle on it.

Hutcheson, J. ALS to Doyle, 25 August 1919.

Hutchinson, John O. ALS to Doyle, 15 November no year.

Hyland, E. Florence. ALS to Doyle, 17 November no year.


Inness, E. B. ALS to Doyle, 10 December 1926.

Institut Métapsychique. ALS to Doyle, 27 December 1922. Written in French.

Irwin, J. 2 ALS to Doyle, 24 June 1919, 20 November 1920.

Ivens, Mary E. Coleman. ALS to Doyle, 10 March 1919.

James, John. ALS to Doyle, 27 April 1921.

Jeffrey, William. ALS / incomplete to Doyle re Houdini, undated.

Jenkins, David. ALS to Doyle, 24 June 1924.

Johns, A. ALS to Doyle, 31 March 1919.

Johnson, E. R. ALS to Doyle, 4 April 1920.

Johnson, G. Herbert. ALS to Doyle, 19 July no year.

Johnson, J. Howard. ALS to Doyle, 13 September 1921.

Jones, David Hugh. ALS to Doyle, 4 May 1926.

Jones, H. ALS to Doyle, 7 August 1919.

Jones, Laura. ALS to Doyle, 22 June 1919.

Jones, Rosie A. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Jonson, Charles. 2 TLS to Doyle, 24 and 31 March 1929.

Jonson, Charles. 2 TLS to Doyle, 2 May and 10 December 1929. One mentions Houdini.
Jonson, Ethel Ashton. ALS to Doyle re Mrs. Harris, 11 May no year.

Jonson, George Charles Ashton, b. 1861. TLS to Doyle, 20 March 1926.

Karachia, M. ALS to Doyle, 29 September no year.

Keene, William R. TLS to Doyle, 30 July 1927.

Keens, Nell. ALS to Doyle, 31 December 1919.

Keighley, England. Herber Street National Spiritual Church. ALS Jacob Teal to Doyle, 15 February 1923.

Keily, H. F. A. 2 ALS to Doyle, 8 July 1918, 21 July 1919. Included: reports of two séances.

Kemp, Bertha. ALS to Doyle, 24 February 1920.

Kendall, Herbert E. TLS to Doyle re Houdini communication, 4 December 1926.

Kerlin, W. J. ALS to Doyle and Lady Jean Doyle, 13 January 1921. Letter by secretary of the Spiritualist Church, Brisbane.

Kershaw, J. TLS to Doyle, 4 May 1926.

Kileawley, Mary B. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Kilner, Francis G. ALS to Doyle, 3 November 1919.

King, Edith S. ALS to Doyle, 16 December 1921.

Kingston, Harry P. ALS to Doyle, 4 May 1919.


Knox, Robert C. TLS to Doyle, 8 May 1922.

Koester, George R. TLS to Doyle, 30 July 1919.

Laing, Sarah. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Lambton, Hedworth. ALS to Doyle, 1 December 1900.

Langdon, John F. G. ALS to Doyle, 14 March 1930.
Langworthy, Alonzo H. ALS to Doyle, 30 July 1919.

Leaning, Thomas. ALS to Doyle, 28 July 1918.

Lecture Agency Ltd., London. TLS to Doyle, 12 June 1926.

Lee, E. ALS to Doyle, 10 March no year.

Leopold, Alma. TLS to Doyle, 12 September 1929.

Levy, Langley. TLS to Doyle, 25 August 1924.

Lewis, Ethel A. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Lewis, John. ALS to Doyle, 28 July 1922.

Lister, S. ALS to Doyle, 20 October no year.

Lloyd's Register of Shipping. 2 TLS to Doyle, 29 November and 13 December 1929.

Lodge, Oliver Joseph, Sir. 9 ALS, 32 TLS, 3 ALI, TLI to Doyle, 1916-1929. Included: visiting card with AN.

Container 6.3

Lofts, George J. TLS to Doyle, 5 June 1925.

London, Charmian Kittredge. 2 TLS to Doyle, 10 December 1921, 10 February 1922.

Long, K. ALS to Doyle, 25 March 1919.

Love, W. W. TLS to Doyle, 6 November 1921.

Lowe, Hilda M. ALS to Doyle, 5 June 1919.

MacCrackan, A. ALS to Doyle, 12 March 1921.

MacDonald, James Ramsay. APCS to Doyle, 2 September 1927.

Macfarlane, Daniel Ord. ALS to Doyle, 4 January 1926.

McFarlane, J. G. APCS to Doyle, 3 March 1920.

MacIntyre, Henry N. ALS to Doyle, 15 November 1922.

MacKenzie, D. M. S. ALS / incomplete to Doyle, undated.

McKenzie, J. Hewat. ALS, 2 TLS to Doyle 1919-1921.

McMillan, Barbara E. ALS to Doyle, 27 October 1918.

McMillan, Mary. ALS to Doyle, 29 April 1922.

McNeil, W. Gething. ALS to Doyle, 5 June 1921.

Manser, Maude. ALS / fragment to Doyle, undated.

Mansfield, Ernest F. TLS to Doyle, 22 March 1926.

Maroney, Effa H. ALS to Doyle, 9 January 1927.

Martin, Catherine. ALS to Doyle, 15 March no year.

Martin, L., Mrs. ALS to Doyle, 28 November 1922. Removed from Doyle W38s HRC.

Marzorati. TL to Doyle, 11 June 1921.

Maude, Olive. ALS to Doyle, 7 November no year. Asks advice re spiritualism.

Medhurst, Arthur-Francis Hastings. TLS to Doyle, 7 August 1920.

Melton, F. R. 5 ALS to Doyle, 1929. Includes typescripts of 8 May letter.

Metcalfé, Ernest G. ALS to Doyle, 28 November 1926. Mentions Houdini.

Meyer, Jean. ALS to Doyle, 2 February 1924.

Millar, Amy F. ALS to Doyle, 14 January 1904.

Miller, C. V. ALS to Doyle, 20 June 1922.

Milligan, William H. TLS to Doyle, 1 June 1921.

Millward, R. J. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Mirrlees, Iris. 2 ALS to Doyle, 29 July and 2 August 1928. Included with these: slip of paper with Doyle's AN identifying the letters.

Mitchell, Margaret. 2 ALS to Doyle, 9 and 31 March 1922.

Moore, Beatrice. ALS to Doyle, 14 August 1923. With enclosure. Removed from BS 651 M6 CDO.
Moore, Mary. ALS to Doyle, 22 January no year.

Morel, Edmund Dene, 1873-1924. TLS to Doyle, undated.

Morgan, Sidney. ALS to Doyle, 6 January 1930. Removed from BF 1261 M884 copy 1.


Morrison, James. ALS to Doyle, 16 September 1919.

Moyes, Clare F. ALS to Doyle, 21 July 1918.

Moyse, Sidney. ALS to Doyle, 18 January 1928.

Murin, J. H. ALS to Doyle, 17 June 1925.

Mussard, G. W., Mrs. ALS to Doyle, 6 March 1924.

Myddleton-Evans, Charles H. ALS to Doyle, 5 December 1918.

Naylor, R. H. T. TLS to Doyle, 22 July 1919.


Neil, Ada. ALS to Doyle, 28 August 1925.

Newman, Leslie Frank. ALS to Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir, undated. Concerns a visit to St. Catherine's College, Cambridge, to read a paper to the John Ray Society.

Nielsson, Haraldur, 1868-1928. ALS to Doyle, 17 June 1924.

Nunn, Priscilla. ALS to Doyle, 23 August 1919.

Oakey, E. W. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Oaten, Ernest W. 2 TLS to Doyle, 11 May 1927, 27 June 1930.

O'Brien, R. F. C. ALS to Doyle, 2 July 1926.

O'Hara, Valentine J. ALS to Doyle, 21 January 1922.

O'Keeffe, T. A. TLS to Doyle, 4 January 1922.

Oldfield, W. W. TLS to Doyle re Robert-Houdin, 10 March 1919
O'Neill, John. TLS to Doyle, 17 March 1930.

Osborne, Marian, 1871-1931. ALS to Doyle, 27 April 1923.

Ottley, Violet V. ALS to Doyle, 1 October 1919.

Oursler, Fulton. TLS to Doyle re Houdini, 27 December 1926.


Owen, Louise. ALS to Doyle, 21 July 1924.


Oxford. University, Oxford Union Society. TLS president Gerald Gardiner to Doyle, 28 April 1924.

Painter, Nellie F. ALS to Doyle, 23 May 1918.

Palmer, A. H. Spencer. ALS to Doyle, 13 March 1929.

Palmer, C. J. TLS to Doyle, 21 September 1919.

Parker, Gilbert, Sir, 1862-1932. ALS to Doyle, 29 November 1925.

Pearce, Michael. ALS to Doyle, 30 December 1925.

Pearson, R. G. ALS to Doyle, 10 March 1905.

Pennsylvania. University. TLS Edward W. Mumford to Doyle, 6 December 1922.

Peters, B. H. ALS to Doyle, 14 October 1918.

Phillott, George H. ALS to Doyle, 23 December 1922.

Pinsent, John R. ALS to Doyle, 21 January no year.

Piper, Robert V. ALS to Doyle, 18 April 1922.

Pjeturss, ______. ALS to Doyle, 4 April 1921.

Platts, Jessie. ALS to Doyle, 9 October 1918. Enclosed with this: 2 mediumistic messages, handwritten manuscript, 2 pages.

Potter, Clifford W. 3 TLS to Doyle, 1928. Included with these: envelope with AN by Lady Doyle.
Potter, J. W. 9 TLS to Doyle, 1924-1926.

Potts, Nell J. ALS to Doyle, 7 March 1919.

Powell, Evan. 2 ALS to Doyle, 19 March and 8 April 1920.

Pridmore, Asten Margaret. ALS to Doyle, 5 December 1927.

Prockter, Fanny. ALS to Doyle, 1 July no year.

Pruden, Laura Carter. ALS to Doyle, 21 June 1922.


Pullen-Burry, Bessie, b. 1858. ALS to Doyle, 7 August no year.

Rambo, W. T. TLS to Doyle, 5 June 1923.

Randall-Stevens, Nan. ALS to Doyle, 10 July 1925.

Rankin, A. R. TLS to Doyle, 14 April 1924.

Reichenbach, Lucienne. ALS / incomplete to Doyle, undated.

Reme, Josephine S. ALS to Doyle, undated. Asks advice re spiritualism.

Rev. G. Vale Owen Lectures. 2 TLS Albert J. Stuart to Doyle, 23 and 29 December 1923.

Reynolds, F. A. TLS to Doyle, 28 August 1921.

Reynolds, Hilda. ALS to Doyle, 11 November 1926.

Richet, Charles Robert, 1850-1935. 4 ALS to Doyle, 5 June 1920, undated. Written in French.

Rickford, M. Georgina. TLS to Doyle, 23 September 1919.

Riley, Dorothy. ALS to Doyle, 29 August no year.

Roche, W. W. TLS to Doyle, 17 April 1923.

Röthy, Charles. TLS to Doyle, 15 September 1929. Letterhead: Gesellschaft für Parapsychologie, Budapest.
Rolfe, Ethel. ALS to Doyle, 23 March 1930.

Romer, Mark L. 2 ALS to Doyle, 15 and 31 July 1919.

Ross, Gordon. ALS to Doyle, 7 July 1921.

Rosse, Edith M. ALS to Doyle, 24 September 1924.

Rowing, Harry P. TLS to Doyle, 1 August 1917.

Rush, Benjamin. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Samways, George R. TLS to Doyle, 16 March 1923.  
Container 7.2

Sandiland, Grace. ALS to Doyle, 16 August 1919.

Saunders, Robert H. ALS to Doyle, 24 February 1926. Enclosed with this: AL / extract / copy Sawyer to unidentified recipient, 19 February 1926.

Savage, Amy. ALS to Doyle, 18 August no year. Asks advice re spiritualism.

Scarf, Charles. ALS to Doyle, 13 October 1925. Secretary of a spiritual church in Letchworth seeking to arrange a lecture by Doyle.

Scatcherd, Felicia R. TLS to Doyle, 23 December 1919.

Schenck, Janet D. ALS to Doyle, 6 May no year. Enclosed with this: untitled article re psychic communication, typescript with photographs pasted on, 5 pages, 22 July 1920. This is signed by several witnesses.

Schutel, Cairbar. AN on visiting card to Doyle, 1 March 1930. Removed from Doyle Sch88e HRC.

Scientific American. TLS editor Orson D. Munn to Doyle, 2 October 1928.

Scofield, Harry C. ALS to Doyle, 26 July 1922. Letterhead: Light.

Scott, J. K., Mrs. ALS to Doyle, 14 January 1921.

Seymour-Hosley, A. ALS to Doyle, 7 December 1928.

Shaw, G. W., Mrs. ALS to Doyle, 25 March no year.

Shearman, T. A. TLS to Doyle, 21 September 1921.

Sherieff, E. L., Mrs. ALS, TLS to Doyle, 4 September and 8 November 1918.

Sherwood, M. ALS to Doyle, 28 November 1919.
Shipley, Gwen. ALS to Doyle, 6 December no year.


Silcock, H. TLS to Doyle, 4 February 1931.

Simpkin Marshall Ltd. TLS to Doyle, 30 March 1928.

Skelton, James P. ALS to Doyle, 27 July 1922.

Sladen, Dorothy. ALS to Doyle, 13 December 1918.

Smith, C. Elfrida Hindley. ALS to Doyle, 22 September 1918.

Smith, C. H. ALS to Doyle, 28 April 1919.

Smith, T. Benjamin. ALS to Doyle, 2 June 1926. Asks advice re spiritualism.

Smith, W. F. ALS to Doyle, 10 March 1919. Mentions Robert-Houdin.

Society for Psychical Research, London. TLS secretary I. Newton to Doyle, 20 July 1922.

Society for Psychical Research, London. 3 TLS to Doyle, 1922-1930.

Somogyi, Alexander. TLS to Doyle, 20 March 1928.

Southey, H. W. ALS to Doyle, 3 February 1920.

Spence, Alf G. ALS to Doyle, 14 February 1918.

Spencer, R. C. C. ALS to Doyle, 24 July 1922.

Spiritualist Church of New South Wales. ALS J. Mashell to Doyle, 1 December 1920.

Stafford, Annie. ALS to Doyle, 31 May 1919.

Stansfield, Annie. ALS to Doyle, 4 May 1920.

Stead, Estelle Wilson. 2 TLS to Doyle, 16 April 1928, 18 March 1929.

Steele, H. E. ALS to Doyle, 18 March 1919.

Stephens, Florence. ALS to Doyle, 11 April 1927.
Stobart, Mable Annie Boulton St. Clair, 1862-1954. 6 TLS to Doyle, 1926-1927.

Storer, Frederick W. ALS to Doyle, 8 December 1918.

Storr, Vernon Faithfull. ALS to Doyle, 11 April 1917.

Stout, James Frank, b. 1850. TLS to Doyle, 26 April 1923.

Strong, E. M. ALS to Doyle, 25 March 1922.

Stuart, May Leslie. ALS to Doyle, 8 April 1928.

Styles, W. K. ALS / incomplete to Doyle, undated.

Summerhays (T. C.) and Son. 2 ALS, 5 TLS, TccL to Doyle re the Westminster Palace Hotel, 1919-1923. Enclosed: cost statements from A. W. Wall to Summerhays and from Doyle to Summerhays, TLS from Robins & Hyme to Doyle, 28 November 1921, and minutes of the board meeting of A. W. Wall Ltd., 19 November 1920.

Tarr, C. V. W. ALS to Doyle, 11 August 1926.

Taylor, A. Gordon. 2 ALS to Doyle, 20 September 1922, 28 January 1923.

Taylor, Kate M. ALS to Doyle, 3 October 1924.

Thayer, John F. ALS / incomplete to Doyle, undated (Boston).

Thomas, Charles Drayton, 1867-1953. ALS, TLS to Doyle, 6 May and 20 June 1920.

Thomas, Ienan G. ALS to Doyle, 12 October 1918. Asks advice re spiritualism.

Thomas, Lechmere C. ALS to Doyle, 29 August no year.

Thomas, Thomas J. ALS to Doyle, 4 March 1919.

Thomas, W. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Thompson, A. D. ALS to Doyle, 25 November 1928.

Thompson, Owen. ALS to Doyle, 10 August 1919.

Thomson, H. H. TLS to Doyle, 8 February 1922. Included with this: envelope with AN by Doyle on it.

Thorpe, Courtenay. ALS to Doyle, 15 July 1919.
Thrasher, Marion. TL to Doyle, 20 June 1923.

Tilley, Ellen. ALS to Doyle, 3 March 1920.

Titterington, George W. ALS to Doyle, 12 November 1926.

Toon (S. D.) and Heath, Ltd., Service Advertising Agency. 2 TLS to Doyle, 24 November 1927, 16 January 1928. Included: 5 invoices and 5 statements from Toon & Heath to Doyle, 1924-1927.

Totter, W. J. TLS to Doyle, 19 June 1921.

Tozer, Edgar. ALS to Doyle, 8 September 1929.

Tremonger, Florence. ALS to Doyle, 25 June 1921.

Tudor-Pole, Wellesley. ALI to Doyle, 24 September 1925.

Turnbull, T. E. ALS to Doyle, 17 December 1926.

Turner, Cecil P. TLS to Doyle, 31 January 1919.

Turtle, Alice. ALS to Doyle, 27 March 1930.

Tweedale, Charles Lakeman. ALS to Doyle, 15 August 1922.

Vale, Alfred. AL / incomplete to Doyle, 23 November 1925. Letter seems to have been edited for copying or publication.

Van Kaam, A. C. ALS to Doyle, 28 November 1920.

Varty, A. Rupert. ALS to Doyle, 15 June 1930.

Venning, H. ALS to Doyle, 8 October 1922.

Vernon, E. Bennett. ALS to Doyle, 24 April 1920.

Waddington, Flora. ALS to Doyle, 17 June 1919.

Waddy, Ethel. 2 ALS to Doyle, 9 July and 10 August 1919.

Waddy, William Arthur. APCS to Doyle re Robert-Houdin, 10 March 1919.

Wade, F. ALS to Doyle, 9 November 1921.

Wales, Hubert. ALS to Doyle, 24 November 1919.

Wallis, W. H. 6 ALS, TLS to Doyle, 1920-1921.
Walton, Daniel Day. TLS to Doyle, 14 November 1923. Enclosed signed carbon copy typescript report of a séance.

Warner-Staples, Irene. 3 ALS, 2 TLS, APCS to Doyle, April-May 1929, undated.

Watson, George W. ALS to Doyle, 22 April 1919.

Watts, Ewart. TLS to Doyle, 21 May 1924.

Webb, Charles S. H. ALS to Doyle, 8 January 1920.

Wheeler, E. M., Mrs. ALS to Doyle re Susannah Harris, 10 September 1919.

Wheeler, L. APCS to Doyle, undated.

White, Betty Gleeson. ALS to Doyle, 21 October 1929.

White, Ida Belle, Mrs. ALS to Doyle, 4 June no year.

Whittingham, Henrietta. ALS to Doyle, 2 March 1920.

Wilcox, E. 2 ALS to Doyle, 7 and 20 August 1922.


Wilkinson, E. A. ALS to Doyle, 25 April 1919.

Williams, A. W. ALS to Doyle, 6 January 1922.

Willis F. A. Finlay. ALS to Doyle, 4 May 1919.

Wilson, Bruce. ALS to Doyle, 6 November 1923.

Wilson, Wealtha A. ALS to Doyle, 15 October 1919. Removed from BF 1301 W25 1918.


Winser, Charles. ALS to Doyle re Houdini, 12 September 1927.

Wiseman, M. E. ALS to Doyle, 21 April 1921.

Wolcott, F. C. ALS to Doyle, undated.

Wolley, Alan T. ALS to Doyle, 18 August 1921.

Wolontis, May. ALS to Doyle, 10 June 1924.
Wolstenholme, R. ALS to Doyle, 14 December 1917.

Wood, Alice A. 3 ALS to Doyle, 1925-1926. One encloses her visiting card. 2 letters re Houdini.


Worth, E. H. ALS to Doyle, 23 June 1926. Removed from BF 1290 W677 HRC.

Wriedt, Etta. ALS to Doyle, undated. Also addressed to Lady Jean Doyle.

Wright, Arthur. ALS to Doyle, 12 July 1920.

Yaryans, Homer L. TLS to Doyle re Houdini, 6 June 1927.

Young, R. A. ALS to Doyle, 29 September 1925.
Miscellaneous:

Unidentified author:

Unidentified quotation written under the word Harc, handwritten manuscript / quotation in Doyle's hand, written on envelope, 1 page, undated. Name and address of Mr. Anderson written on envelope. Included: 4 xerox pages.

Container 8.1

Unidentified slide lecture: notes, carbon copy typescript / fragment, 2 pages, undated.

Unidentified spirit messages, through an unidentified medium, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, 13 February 1927 (Boston). Margery and F. B. Bond holding the pencil.

Unidentified work, handwritten manuscript / incomplete, 10 pages, undated. Possibly an account of a séance. Mentions Doyle and members of his family.

Unidentified work re manifestation of ectoplasm by the medium Eva, carbon copy typescript, 1 page, undated.

Unidentified work: Table of contents, typescript, 2 pages, undated. Removed from BF 1268 H8 N4 CDO.

Container 8.2

Untitled article re fairies, galley proof with handwritten and typed emendations, 3 pages, undated. Concerns photographs by Frances Griffiths.

Container 8.2

Untitled compilation of instances of psychic phenomena, handwritten manuscript with printed paste-ons, 70 pages, undated.

Container 8.3


Container 8.2

Untitled essay on Les Polaires, typescript with handwritten emendations, 11 pages, undated.

Container 8.2

Untitled interview with Doyle and Lady Jean Doyle, 10 galley proofs, 1 page each, undated.

Container gf 3

Untitled list of manuscripts and correspondence, handwritten, typed, and carbon copy manuscript / lists, 9 pages on 8 leaves, undated.

Container 8.2

Untitled lists of names, 2 handwritten manuscripts / lists, 1 page each, undated.

Container 8.2

Untitled message on prophesy, handwritten manuscript, 4 pages, undated.

Container 8.2

Untitled narrative re Lew Hasky's bookcase, initialed typescript with a few handwritten emendations, 2 pages, undated. Initialed E. G. W.
Account of a healer, 4 typescripts, 1 page each; 1 carbon copy typescript, 1 page; undated. Typed on Doyle stationery.

Account of a séance, handwritten manuscript / copy, 2 pages on 1 leaf, 10 April 1925. Letterhead: Alex. Jebb & Sons, Ltd., Glasgow.

Account of a séance at the house of Mrs. Roberts…, carbon copy typescript with handwritten emendations, 8 pages, 26 February 1924. George Vale Owen present.

Account of a séance Nov'r 30th, 1916, with Vout Peters, handwritten manuscript, 4 pages, undated.

Account of a séance with Mrs. Brittain, handwritten manuscript, 3 pages, undated.

Account of a séance with Mrs. Brittain, handwritten manuscript, 3 pages, 25 May no year.

Account of a séance with Mrs. Brittain, handwritten manuscript, 7 pages, 27 July 1918.

Account of Planchette sitting, carbon copy typescript with handwritten emendations, 4 pages, 31 May 1935.

Accounts of séances, typescript with a few handwritten emendations, 8 pages; carbon copy typescript, 6 pages; 3 and 18 June 1922. Doyle and Lady Doyle present.

Accounts of three séances, 3 carbon copy typescripts, 2 with handwritten emendations, 4 pages, 5 pages, 1 page, 2, 3, and 6 December 1922. Included with these: envelope with handwritten identification by Doyle.

Accounts of sittings at Mullaghboy… Co., Down, Ireland, 2 carbon copy typescripts, 3 pages, 1 page, 11 and 13 April 1924. Messages from several spirits through Nugent, medium. Not complete transcripts of the séances.

A British Dreyfus case, typescript with handwritten emendations, 6 pages, 1920.

Curious experience in escape, typescript / extract, 3 pages, undated. AN by Doyle on verso of last page used as title for this.

Diary, handwritten manuscript / diary, approximately 355 pages, 1927.

A dream, handwritten manuscript, 4 pages, undated.
Exit from our material world, carbon copy typescript / fragment, 1 page, undated.

Extracts from Spiritual magazine re Houdini and Dickens, handwritten manuscript / extracts copied from a magazine, 4 pages, undated. Doyle's AN in margins identify these.

How to go to a medium, typescript, 2 pages, undated.

The hundred-thousandth statue; an occult fantasy, typescript with handwritten emendations, 109 pages, undated.

Impression of a group séance on 25th May 1932, handwritten manuscript, 9 pages, undated. Medium: Mrs. Annie Brittain.

Indian reincarnation cases, typescript with handwritten corrections, 9 pages, undated. Included with this: envelope with AN by Doyle on it.

List of chief obituaries, carbon copy typescript / list with handwritten title page, 14 pages, undated.

The master's word; comparisons (sic, comparisons) scientific fact, & faith of modern spiritualism, handwritten manuscript, 28 pages, undated. On verso of last page is Doyle's name and return address.

Menu of dinner at Madame Geley's handwritten manuscript with AN by Lady Doyle on verso, 1 page, March 1921.

Name and address, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. Removed from PR 6025 A77 A17 CDO.

Note, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. Removed from BF 1261 R17 1918 CDO.

Note, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. Removed from PR 4622 W48 1921 CDO.

Note, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. Removed from BF 1001 P89 CDO.

Note, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. Removed from BF 1261 O9 CDO.

Note, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. Removed from BF 1283 S57 A3 CDO.

Note, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. Removed from BF 1283 G5 A3 CDO.
Note, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. Removed from BL 2775 T33 1832b CDO.

Note, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. Removed from DC 62 D4 CDO.

Note and Doyle's name and address, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. Removed from BF 1378 B53. Not described in card catalog.

Note on the medium Mr. Sutton, handwritten manuscript, 4 pages, undated.

Notes of a sitting with Mrs. Scales August 31st 1929, typescript, 2 pages, undated. Included with this: envelope with AN in Lady Doyle's hand. Not described in card catalog.

Notes on slides for a slide lecture, carbon copy typescript / incomplete / notes, 7 pages, undated.

Note re emendations by Doyle in Sotheby, Wilkinson, and Hodge: Catalogue… of Greek and Roman coins, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. Removed from CG 219 S684.

Othello's occupation: Chapter 1, handwritten manuscript / incomplete, 1 page, undated. Removed from PR 5315 1877b.

Particulars of slides, typescript with one handwritten emendation, 2 pages, undated. Notes for a slide lecture.

Report of an apparition of a baby, typescript, 1 page, undated.

Report of an apparition of a dog, handwritten manuscript, 5 pages, undated.

Report of an apparition of a dog, handwritten manuscript / incomplete, 1 page (numbered 2), undated.

Report to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle of strange experience, initialed typescript, 2 pages, undated.

A revelation, carbon copy typescript / incomplete, pages 16-23, undated.


A short synopsis of some corroborations, carbon copy typescript, 13 pages, undated.

A short synopsis of some corroborations, carbon copy typescript, 12 pages, undated.
Some points of Sir A. Conan Doyle's argument, 2 typescripts, 1 page each; 4 carbon copy typescripts, 1 page each; undated.

A soul has just left the body (poem), carbon copy typescript, 1 page, undated. Titles in Lady Doyle's hand.

The spirit world; death only a change, typescript with handwritten corrections, 7 pages, undated.

Statements re dug-out under construction at Enbrook Manor, carbon copy typescript, 5 pages, 1917. Statements from Private Cummings, Miss Thomas Frederick Penfold, and Frederick Rolfe.

Tag, handwritten notation, 1 page, undated. Removed from PR 6035 A32 CDO.

Theological and scriptural notes, handwritten manuscript / notes written in a notebook, undated. 

Thought messages from Lieut. P. C., handwritten manuscript / extract, 1 page, 2 April 1918.

Translation of a message, typescript with minor handwritten marks, 1 page, 7 February 1920.

The views of William Crookes, Oliver Lodge, Charles Richet, Flammarion, and A. R. Wallace, typescript with handwritten corrections, 20 pages, undated.

What I know of the Banshee, handwritten manuscript, 3 pages, undated.

AL / incomplete to unidentified recipient re spiritualism, undated.

AN to unidentified recipient re Torchbearers of spiritualism by Stobart, undated. Removed from Doyle St61t.

AN to unidentified recipient, 14 February 1956. Encloses a valentine. Removed from Doyle T736r

2 AN to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 27 January 1931.

AL / incomplete to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, undated (Henley on Thames).

AL to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 25 January 1931.

ANI to Doyle, Nina Mdivani, 13 March 1956. Removed from BF 1261 G2 CDO.
ANI A. K. W. to unidentified recipient Billy, undated. Removed from PR 3039 R6 CDO.

ANI to unidentified recipient Susan, 1846. Not described in card catalog.

ANS to C., S. C., 27 June 1911.

ALS E. L. to unidentified recipient, 20 February no year (Roxbury). Possibly addressed to Benjamin Coleman.

ALI / incomplete W. C. C. to unidentified recipient, undated. Included with this: envelope with AN by Doyle on it.

ALS Billy to Doyle, Anna Conan, undated. Removed from Doyle D772p15 1926 HRC.

ALS Carmen to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 25 March 1932.

ALS "Disgusted" to editor of Saturday review, 22 January 1922.

ALS Fred to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, undated. Removed from DK 511 G3 A75 CDO.

ALS Len to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 14 May 1932.

ALS "Topsy" to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 15 June 1933.

ALS "Zoony" to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 5 May 1932. Concerns possible use by Doyle of Dr. Locard's techniques in Sherlock Holmes stories.

APC to unidentified recipient, undated. Not described in card catalog.

Telegram Billy to Doyle, Anna Conan, 5 January 1941. Not described in card catalog.

Telegram Cynthia to Doyle, Anna Conan, 5 January 1941. Not described in card catalog.

Notebook of quotations and clippings, handwritten quotations copied in and clippings pasted in, 19 pages, undated.

Scrapbook, printed clippings and illustrations pasted in, with some handwritten poems and prose copied in, approximately 247 pages bound, undated. Some loose items laid in.

Unidentified medium:
Automatic writing / carbon copy transcript, by Crisp, through an unidentified medium with handwritten emendations, 9 pages, undated. Typed carbon copy / cover note by a friend of Crisp's is enclosed.

Mediumistic message / extract, by Tiny through an unidentified medium to his mother, handwritten manuscript / copy, 1 page, 20 November 1918. Contains a message to Doyle from his son.

Mediumistic messages given through unidentified mediums to unidentified recipients, handwritten manuscript / 2 copies, 1 page, 4 and 11 June 1925.

Messages from Jesus through an unidentified psychic, carbon copy typescript / messages / copies, 3 pages, 1921-1923.

Messages from unidentified spirits through an unidentified medium, handwritten manuscript / messages / incomplete / copies in Doyle's hand, 6 pages, undated.

Psychic message from Harry Houdini to an unidentified friend, handwritten manuscript / copy, 4 pages, 17 August 1927.

Spirit communication from Kingsley Doyle to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle through an unidentified medium re a personal God, typescript, 2 pages, undated.

Spirit communication from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle to Jean Leckie Doyle through an unidentified medium, handwritten manuscript with AN by Jean Leckie Doyle, 1 page, 7 June 1932.

Spirit communications from Kingsley Doyle and others to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, through an unidentified medium, handwritten manuscript, 6 pages, undated. AN by Lady Jean Doyle on verso of one page.

Spirit communication from an unidentified soldier killed in battle, through an unidentified medium, typescript with one handwritten emendation, 3 pages, undated.

Spirit message from Doyle through an unidentified medium, typescript / mimeo, 3 pages, 18 December 1931.

Spirit message from Doyle through an unidentified medium, handwritten manuscript / incomplete, 1 page, undated.

Spirit message from White Eagle re Sir Arthur Conan Doyle through an unidentified medium, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, June 1932.

Spirit message through an unidentified medium, carbon copy typescript / incomplete, 2 pages (numbered 2-3), undated.
Spirit message through an unidentified medium, handwritten manuscript, 2 pages, June 1931. On verso: AN by Jean Leckie Doyle.

Spirit messages from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle through an unidentified medium, handwritten manuscript, 1 page; typescript, 1 page; 1 May no year, 1 May 1935.

Unidentified spirit message through an unidentified medium, typescript, 2 pages, 23 June 1930.

Abbott, Albert J. Mr. David Simpson's challenge to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle…, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. The gathering held to meet this challenge was held 12 December 1920.

Alber, Louis J. TLS secretary Constance Holland to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 29 November 1930.

Albert Harold A. 4 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1931, undated.


Allied Newspapers, Ltd. 3 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1930-1931.

Ames, Flora Hayster. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 2 February no year.

Anderson, Ann Ree. Personal messages to Mrs. Ree from spirits…, typescript, 6 pages, February-July 1931.

Angell, Bryan Mary Doyle, b. 1877. Two tales, handwritten manuscript with emendations, 97 pages, undated. Name on manuscript: H. Ripley Cromarsh.

Ashton-Wolfe, H. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 24 July 1930.

Associated Press. TLS Dewitt Mackenzie to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 5 August 1930.

Atkinson, Henry. 3 ALS, AL / incomplete to Coleman, Benjamin, 1865-1866, undated.

Baga, Constantine. Circumstances surrounding the death of his granddaughter, handwritten manuscript, 2 pages undated. Enclosed with this: newspaper clipping re death of the child, Violet Coenen.

Bansher. TLS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 9 March 1933 (Menton).
Barlow, Ferdinand, 1881-1951. Evidential aspects of psychic photography, carbon typescript, 5 pages, undated. This includes a record of a séance at Crewe, 8 March 1919.


Beckley, Zoë. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1 September 1930.

Bell, David. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 9 April 1931.

Bemick, Edward T. ALS to Theobald, 14 October 1891. Concerns incorporation of Society for Psychical Research.

Benjamin, Louis. Trance addresses by four men through Louis Benjamin, carbon copy typescript with handwritten revisions, 17 pages; 3 carbon copy typescripts, 16 pages, 13 pages, 2 pages; 16 April, 7 May and 21 May 1922. Trance addresses by Abraham Lincoln, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Ralph Waldo Emerson and William T. Stead. Included with these: TLS William Gore to Doyle, 25 May 1922.

Benner, George. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, undated. Removed from BF 1290 B45.

Bennett, Louis C. TLS to Scott, T. A., 19 October 1927. Mentions Houdini.

Berry, Emma. Automatic writing from Alfred Conan Doyle through Emma Berry, handwritten manuscript / copy, 2 pages, 1930. Copied by Emma L. Hume.

Betts, Frank C., firm, London. 2 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 12 and 16 May 1932.

Bisson, Juliette Alexandre. Résumé sur les phénomènes de matérialisation obtenus avec le médium dit Eva Carrière, signed typescript, 28 pages, 1921. Written in French.

Blackwell, H. ALS to Gow, David, 27 April 1922.

Blake, Frank T. Notes re Etta Wriedt sittings, signed handwritten manuscript / notes, 1 page, undated. Enclosed with this: Louise Drysdale, Account of sitting with Etta Wriedt, signed handwritten manuscript, 14 pages, undated.

Blatchford, Robert, 1851-1944. Preface to The spiritual adventures of a businessman… by T. A. R. Purchas, signed handwritten manuscript, 3 pages, 9 November 1926.

Bosisto, W. H. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 27 January 1931.


Browne, O. W. TccL to Society for Psychical Research, London, addressed to unidentified honorary secretary, 8 April 1930.

Burch, Fred. ALS to unidentified recipient "Husky," undated.

Burkett, Mrs. Message from Witchawk through Mrs. Burkett, medium, to unidentified recipient, handwritten, undated. Incorporates message from W. T. Stead.

Caius College Club. 2 FL to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, September 1952, April 1954. Removed from LF 132 C3 CDO.


Campion, Sidney Ronald, 1891-1978. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 21 July 1930.


Carew, Reginald Pole. ALS to Langman, Mr., 2 December 1900.

Carpenter, Margaret. 3 ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, undated.

Carr, John Dickson. Note on the handwriting in A scandal of Bohemia, signed handwritten note, undated. Removed from Doyle. A scandal of Bohemia, handwritten manuscript, 6 April 1891.

Carson, E. Hope. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 11 June 1932.

Carter, Harry Molyneux. Notes on The great Boer War, initialed handwritten manuscript, 10 pages, undated.

Child, Lydia Maria Francis, 1802-1880:
ALS to unidentified recipient Mattie, 12 January 1875.

2 ALS, ALI to Brooks, Lucy Ann, 1879. Included with these: engraving titled Latilla's child.

ALS to Follen, Charles, 3 January 1857.


Cleghorn, Lily. 2 ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 25 January 1931, undated.

Cole, May. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, re Quarry Hill Farm, 1932.

Coleman, Benjamin:

AccL to Livermore, Charles F., 21 June 1864.

ALS to Edmonds, J. W., 7 November 1873.

Cooke, Grace. 10 ALS, 2 ALS / incomplete, 2 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1930-1935, undated. Included: spiritual messages from Doyle through Grace Cooke, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated; handwritten manuscript, 5 pages, undated; carbon copy typescript, 2 pages, undated; and an account of a séance with Mrs. Cooke as medium, handwritten manuscript, 2 pages, undated.

Cooke, Ivan:

6 ALS, 7 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1931-1935, undated.

TccL to Tuck (Raphael) and Sons, 18 July 1933. Included: telephone message from Jean Leckie Doyle to Ivan Cooke, undated.

Cooper, Lynn Fenimore. ALS to Doyle, Conan, Mrs., 26 March 1940. Removed from PS 1414 A1 194- CDO.

Coopersmith, Jerome. Baker Street; a musical adventure:


Typescript / mimeo, 96 pages, November 1964.

Staging script, typed, carbon copy, and mimeo manuscript with handwritten emendations, 325 pages, undated.
Songs, handwritten and handwritten / photocopy manuscript with handwritten emendations, 63 pages, undated.

Couroz, Conrad. TLS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 7 January 1935.

Cousins, Miss. Proof of direct voice, handwritten manuscript / incomplete, 4 pages, undated. Enclosed in an envelope with AN by Jean Leckie Doyle.


Crandon, L. R. G. ALS to Prince, Walter Franklin, 16 July 1926. Removed from BF 1283 C85 P 755.

Crawford. TL / copy / incomplete to Light, 20 July 1920. Contained in typescript / extract / copy, 4 pages from Light (11 September 1920) titled The late Dr. Crawford.

Crook, Florence. ALS to the editor of Light, 13 February 1925.

Crowe, William. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 29 April 1935.

Curnow, L.:

    Eddy phenomena after 1874, initialed handwritten manuscript, 12 pages, May 1924.

    The Holmes's, Katie King and Robert Dale Owen, handwritten manuscript, 10 pages, undated.

Cusdin, Sidney H. 3 ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 1933.

Cushman, Allerton F. Statement re Price-Hope experiment, typescript / copy, 1 page, 17 August 1922. Included with this: printed clipping re this statement.

Cushman, Allerton T. AL / extract to Lodge, Oliver Joseph, Sir, 9 December 1921. Enclosed with this: extract from Vision of the Christ, by Agnes, handwritten manuscript, 4 pages, undated.

Daily herald, London. 2 TLS to Holland, Constance, secretary to Lady Jean Leckie Doyle, 4 September 1930, 19 January 1931.

Daily mail, London:

    TLS W. Farmer Whyte to Wallis, W. H., 6 December 1920.
2 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 21 September 1930, 18 January 1932.

Daily sketch, London. 4 TLS editor A. Curthoys to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1932.

Dalgliesh, T. Gordon. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 2 March 1931.

Davis, A. C. Spirit message from Doyle through A. C. Davis, carbon typescript, 4 pages, 3 August 1930. In the form of a letter to Lady Jean Leckie Doyle from the Sun Angels' Order of Light. Lacking half of one page.


Day, Arthur S.:

A letter to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, handwritten manuscript / incomplete?, 77 pages, 9 September 1906.

An open letter to all who profess and call themselves Christians, handwritten manuscript / incomplete?, 100 pages, 9 August 1906.

Deacon, Vivyian. Spirit communication from Doyle through Vivyian Deacon, handwritten manuscript, 2 pages, 14 February 1932.

Dent, Margaret. The great unseen, signed handwritten manuscript, 6 pages, undated.

Dermes, Caroline. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 29 March 1934.

Dewhurst (Walter) & Co. Ltd. Mimeo stock circular to Doyle, Jean Lena Annette, 4 September 1956.

Donohoe, Madge:

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's visit to Australia, a missionary tour, carbon copy typescript with handwritten emendations, 6 pages, 4 August no year.

10 ALS, 2 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1931-1935. Included are 29 photographs ("skotographs" or "psychographs") with some typescript notes re the photos.

Doyle, Adrian Malcolm Conan:

TLS by secretary to Roberts, F. W. re A scandal in Bohemia, 30 April 1962.

ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 16 February 1939.
3 ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady "Mumty," 1927. Enclosed with one is a small photograph. One addressed also to Sir Arthur ("Pop").

Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir, 1859-1930:


- March 1894-September 1897. Container 11.5
- July 1899-June 1902. Container 11.6
- December 1903-February 1906. Container 11.7
- March 1906-July 1908. Container 11.8
- July 1908-July 1910. Container 12.1
- 1910-1912. Container 12.2
- 1913-1915. Container 12.3
- 1916-1919. Container 12.4
- 1919-1920, January 1922-March 1924. Container 12.5
- 1925-1928; The Spiritual Development Fund, 1919-1924; tax returns, 1927-1928. Container 12.6
- Accounts of sittings, handwritten manuscript in account book, 71 pages; carbon copy typescript / transcription / incomplete, 17 pages; 1928-1929. Two leaves of account book loose and laid in; several pages in Lady Doyle's hand. Container 12.7
- Accounts of sittings, 4 handwritten manuscripts, 1 page each; handwritten manuscript, 3 pages; circa 1918-1920.
- Books out, handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. Removed from BF 1283 D3 P6 CDO. Container 12.8
- Diary with records of literary sales, handwritten financial entries in printed office diary, 65 pages bound, 1893.
Envelopes to contain a collection of coins and medals, 43 envelopes with handwritten identifications written on them by Doyle, undated.

Container 13.1

Income tax information: Australia, handwritten and typed completed printed forms, 14 pages, 1919-1922.

Container 12.7

Income tax information: Great Britain, handwritten and typed completed printed forms, 277 pages, 1917-1928. Includes tax forms, receipts, letters and notes re income and super tax.

Container 13.2

Inscription to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, signed handwritten manuscript, 1 page, undated. Removed from BF 1301 W25 1918 vol. 1 CDO.

Container 12.7

Note on Vargo's dog photo, handwritten manuscript / note, 1 page, undated.

Notes on Houdini, handwritten manuscript / notes, 2 pages, undated.

Notes on John, handwritten manuscript / notes, 1 page, undated. Included with this: identifying AN by Lady Doyle on envelope.

Notes on spiritualistic occurrences, handwritten manuscript, 4 pages, undated.

Notes from Mr. D's spiritual experience, handwritten manuscript / notes in Doyle's hand, 1 page, undated.

Order of funeral service for Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, handwritten manuscript, 2 pages, 1930. Written on versos of two typed funeral announcements, 8 July 1930.

Prophesized course of events, handwritten manuscript written in notebook, 9 pages, 10 July 1924.

Proposed shopfront & interior fittings, Abbey House, Westminster, handwritten manuscript / architectural drawing, 1 page, undated. Design by Courtney Pope & Co., Ltd.

Roman Catholic lore, handwritten manuscript / notes written in notebook, 10 pages, undated.

Container 13.3

Sketch, undated. AN by unidentified author on verso. Removed from BS 2505 S55 1917b CDO.

Container 12.7

Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 1909-1955:

Unidentified notes re spiritualism, handwritten manuscript / notes written on an envelope, 1 page, 18 January 1931.

Container 13.4

Unidentified work, handwritten manuscript / incomplete, 12 pages, undated. Speaks of Sir Arthur: "He carries on his work from the other side."
Untitled notes for a lecture, handwritten manuscript / notes, 4 pages, undated.

Letters (7 ALS, ALI, 5 TLS, TL / incomplete) to Doyle re his Sunday graphic column, September-December 1934, undated. Enclosed with one: ALS F. A. House to Sunday graphic, 11 November 1934. Included with these are AL / draft replies by Doyle to 10 letters.

Spirit messages from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, 2 handwritten transcriptions of messages in Denis Doyle's hand, 3 pages, 2 pages, 21 and 25 October 1930.

AL / draft to unidentified recipient, undated. Doyle relays a spirit message directed to the recipient.

TL / copy to unidentified mourner, undated.

ALS, ALI, 6 TccL to unidentified editors, 1932-1936, undated.

2 AL / drafts to unidentified recipients, undated. One is written on an envelope.

TccL to the editor of The Bexhill observer, 22 July 1935.

T and TccL to Brown, J. C., 4 November 1936.

TccLI to the editor of The Catholic herald, 18 October 1934.

TccL to the editor of The Christian herald, 13 July 1935.


2 TccL to the editor of East African standard, 5 December 1936.

3 AL / drafts, 2 TccL to the editor of The Eastbourne chronicle, 7 December 1932, 23 January 1933, undated.

TccL to The Express and Star, 15 February 193_.

ALI / draft to the editor of The Freethinker, 19 September 1934.

TccL to the editor of The Irish news, 5 December 1936.

TccL to Leader, Plunkett, and Leader, 5 December 1936.

AL / draft, TccL to The Lewisham Borough news, July 1932, undated.
AL / draft to McColl, C., Miss, 16 January 1933.

TccL to MacDonald, J. A. D. J., 4 November 1936.

AL / draft, TL, TL / incomplete to The Northern dispatch, 24 January 1933, undated.

2 TccL to Palmer, A. A. Spencer, 12 November and 5 December 1936.

TccL to the editor of The Psychic news, 24 September 1934.

AL / draft, TLS, TccL to the editor of Reynolds news, 5 May 1932, undated.

TccL to Robertson, J. B., Mrs., 10 December 1936.

AL / draft to the editor of The Scotsman, 29 March 1934.

ALS, ALS / copy to Scott, Catharine Amy Dawson, Mrs., 18 December 1932 and 8 January 1933.

ALI / copy to Strong, Mr., 9 September 1932.

AL / draft, TccL to the editor of The Sunday referee, 5 May 1932, undated.

AL / draft to the editor of The Sussex County herald, 5 January 1932.

AL / draft to the editor of The Sussex express, 5 January 1932.

TccL to the editor of The Universe, 5 December 1936.

AL / draft to The West Hertfordshire and Watford observer, Palmer's Green gazette, and The Universe, 6 December 1933.

2 AL / drafts, 2 TccL to The Yorkshire observer, 1932, undated. May 3 letter also sent to The Bradford telegraph and The Argus.

Doyle, Jean Lena Annette Conan. Scrapbook, handwritten manuscript in notebook, 27 pages, 1929-1937. 5 leaves loosely laid in. Includes newspaper clippings.

Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady:

Untitled article on cruelty to animals, typescript with handwritten corrections, 5 pages, undated.

Untitled article on her spirit contacts with her husband, carbon copy typescript with identifying AN in unidentified hand, 38 pages; carbon copy typescript / incomplete with handwritten emendations and AN by Lady Doyle, 34 pages; undated.
Untitled article on spiritualism, carbon typescript with handwritten corrections, 27 pages, undated.

Untitled article on spiritualism for The Daily sketch, 2 carbon copy typescripts, 34 pages each; carbon copy typescript, 38 pages; undated.

Account of a sitting… with Mrs. Cooke, handwritten manuscript, 10 pages, February 1931.

Educating my children; Cecilie Leslie interviews Lady Conan Doyle, typescript with handwritten revisions, 6 pages, undated. Enclosed by TLS from Cecilie Leslie to Lady Doyle, 19 January 1931.

Epilogue to Arthur Conan Doyle, a memoir by John Lamond, typescript with handwritten corrections, 17 pages, undated.

Graveside eulogy and prayer for Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, handwritten manuscript, 7 pages, 1930.

If Christ returned to the world today, in what guise would it accept him, typescript, 2 pages, undated.

Interview of Michael Lóránt with Lady Conan Doyle, carbon copy typescript with handwritten corrections, 8 pages, undated. Included with typescript note re publication rights, January 1932.

Lists of baggage, handwritten manuscript / lists, 2 pages, undated. Letterhead: Hotel Elizabeth, Port Elizabeth.

My bulwark in great storm of my life, mimeo syndicated newspaper article with one handwritten emendation, 5 pages, undated.

My bulwark in great storm of my life, 9 typescripts / mimeo, 5 pages each, undated.

My husband's return through psychic photography, carbon copy typescript, 7 pages; carbon copy typescript, 5 pages; undated.

My reply to Dean Inge, typescript, 3 pages, undated.

Notes for a comforting leaflet, handwritten manuscript, 14 pages, undated. Included are notes written on a newspaper clipping.

Notes on healers, mediums, and cures, handwritten manuscript, 14 pages, undated.

Notes on spirit communications, handwritten manuscript / notes in Lady Jean Doyle's hand, 10 pages, undated.
Note re Theresa Neumann, handwritten note on envelope with newspaper clipping enclosed, 1932.

Note re spiritualist case, handwritten manuscript / note, 1 page, undated.

Reply to The return of Doyle, by Harry Price, handwritten and typed manuscript / draft fragments, 22 pages; typescript with handwritten corrections, 12 pages; 2 carbon copy typescripts, 12 pages each; 1931.

Reply to The return of Doyle, by Harry Price in the form of a letter to the editor of The Sunday dispatch, typescript with handwritten corrections and note, 4 pages; typescript, 4 pages; 1931.

AN to unidentified recipient, undated.

TccL to unidentified recipient, 1 October 1931.

AL / draft to unidentified recipient Betty, 3 May no year. Concerns Denis and the Princess Nina Mdivani.

TccL to Albert, Harold A., 2 March 1931.

TccL to Ardouin, 20 April 1932. Concerns Ardouin's claim of collaboration with Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

TccL to Beckley, Zoë, 29 August 1930.

2 TccL to Bhativa, Zam, 31 March and 23 September 1931.

TccL to Carson, E. Hope, 17 July 1937.

3 TccL to Cooke, Ivan, 1933.

TL / copy to The Daily express, London, undated.

3 TccL, TL to the editor of The Daily mail, London, 1932.

TccL / draft to editor A. Curthoys of The Daily sketch, 1932.

2 ALS "Mummie" to Doyle, Adrian Malcolm Conan, 13 July and 1 December 1927.

4 ALS, 3 telegrams "Mummie" to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 1926-1935, undated.

ALS "Mummie" to Doyle, Jean Lena Annette "Girlie," 15 March no year.

2 TccL to Fodor, Nandor, 23 and 30 January 1932. Included with this: interview with Lady Conan Doyle, carbon typescript, 8 pages, 1932?

TL / copy to Frantner, Mrs., 31 October 1931.

TL / copy to the editor of Liberty, New York, 31 July 1931.

TccL to Lodge, Oliver Joseph, Sir, 20 April 1932.

TccL to Lóránt, Michael, 30 January 1932.

TL / draft with shorthand notes to Neill, 2 December 1932.


TccL to Phillmore, Miss, 6 August 1930.

TL / copy, 4 TccL to Purchas, T. R., 1931. Included: TccL to Mr. Purchas, Mr. Moor, Mr. Barrett, Miss Lloyd, Mrs. Paulson, Miss Collard, 22 July 1931.

AL / draft to Raynes, J. J., undated.

TL / copy to the editor of The Star, 22 April 1931.

TccL to Stott, Raymond Toole, 30 September 1931. Encloses article titled Ghosts, carbon typescript with handwritten emendations, 2 pages, 1931?

2 TccL to The Sunday graphic, London, 15 August 1934, undated.

T and TccL / draft to editor E. W. Oaten of The Two worlds, 16 May 1932. Concerns Barbanell article.

Doyle, Lottie:

Diary with handwritten entries, 113 pages, 1885.

ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 16 April 1931. Included with this: handwritten manuscript / fragment in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's hand, undated; signature by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, 13 July no year. Also included: ALS Checketts, Helen to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 24 May no year; ALS Roswall, Theresa to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 15 April 1931; envelope with AN in Lady Doyle's hand. Not described in card catalog.

Doyle, Mary Conan:

ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, undated.
ALS to Hugh Redwood of The News chronicle, London, 4 April 1931.

Doyle, Mary J. E. ALS to unidentified recipient, 28 May 1892.

Doyle, Nina Mdivani:

Notebook, handwritten manuscript story and poems with letters, newspaper clippings, and photographs pasted or laid in, 167 pages bound, 1922-1930. Pasted on front free endpaper is her visiting card as Mrs. Charles Henry Huberich.

Three bills, 1956.

Drew, Marie. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 12 May 1919.

Ducal, Helen M. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 7 April no year.

Edmonds, John Worth, 1799-1871. ALS to Coleman, Benjamin, 13 March 1874.

Edwards, A. ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 7 May no year.

Ellaby, Marguerite. Preliminary remarks re spirit communication with her husband, signed handwritten manuscript, 14 pages, undated.

Elliott, W.:

ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 26 December 1935.

ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1 July 1932.

Empire news. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 29 August 1930.

Engholm, Harry W.:

TL / copy to editor of The Daily mail, London, 26 November 1919.

ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 14 January 1922.

ALS to Morris, Mr., 2 January 1923.

Engledow, J. TccL / copy to hon. secretary of Spiritualist Community Services, 11 June 1927.

Ernst, Bernard Morris Lee, 1879-1938. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 19 April 1932.
Ernst, Fox & Cane. Letters concerning Houdini's death, addressed to his lawyers, 5 TccL / copies, 1926-1927. Included with these: TccL / copy C. S. Kennedy to W. Stone, 16 November 1926.

Fawcett Publications. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady re Mystic magazine, 16 December 1930.

Fenton, Ethel Ashton. TccLS to the editor of The Edinburgh evening dispatch, 31 July 1930.

Fenton, J. L. Tough; a vision of a dog, signed typescript, 3 pages, undated. Also signed by M. D. Fenton.

Ferguson, J. B. ALS to Coleman, Benjamin, 10 May 1865. Included with this is AN in unknown hand identifying the author.

Fodor, Nandor. 2 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 12 and 25 January 1932.

Ford, Arthur R.:

Message / typed transcript from Fletcher Stuart through Arthur Ford, medium to Doyle and Lady Jean Doyle, 5 September 1927.

Statement re Houdini code message, mimeo statement, 2 pages, undated.

TLS to Reuter, Florizel von, 9 December 1927.

Forestier, Hubert, b. 1903. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 26 October 1931. Written in French. Written on this: AL / draft reply Denis Doyle to Forestier, undated. Letterhead: La revue spirite.

Frankfurter, Felix. ALS to Park, William, 1 December no year.

Gadsdon, Elsie Coventry. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 14 March 1933.

Gardner, Miss. TccL / copy / incomplete to Scatcherd, Miss, 5 May 1920. Mentions Elsie, Edward, and fairy photographs.

Gardner, Edward L. The coming of the fairies, carbon typescript with several handwritten emendations, 7 pages, September 1920.

Garratt, Herbert A. An account of four spiritualistic séances, typescript with handwritten corrections, 4 pages, 14 November 1923.


Gaskin, Harold A. TLS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 23 April 1935.
Gates, Joan. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 8 February no year.

Gent, W. A., Mrs. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 7 April 1931.


Gibbons, Walter, Sir, 1871-1933:

ALS to Doyle, Miss, 26 January 1931.  

TL/copy to Graham, Douglas, 17 March 1930.  

TL/copy to Ormerod, C. Berkely, 18 March 1930.

Gibson, Dorothy. Affidavit re accounts submitted to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, TDS, 1 page, 9 January 1930. Signed also by W. H. Gibson and M. V. Bimington.

Gibson, M. H. Montevideo psychic script, signed typescript, 57 pages, August 1929.


Godchaux, ____. Spirit communication with his brother, Charles Godchaux, typescript/incomplete, 5 pages (numbered 9-13), undated. Written in French.

Godchaux, Charles. Spirit communications, 2 handwritten manuscripts/incomplete, one signed, 4 pages, 1 page, 1923-1925, undated. Written in French.

Gourmand, ____. ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 22 December 1931. Addressed to the president of the Survival League. Written in French.

Gow, David. ALS to unidentified recipient, 24 February 1920.

Gower, Robert. 9 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, January-May 1932. Includes 3 photographs.


Grainger, Harold. TccL to McKenzie, Mrs., 27 July 1926.

Gray, John F. ALS to Coleman, Benjamin, 30 September 1861. Testifies to the credibility of Charles F. Livermore.

Grotrian Hall Ltd. FL to prospective investors, undated.

György, Sândor. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 5 March 1932.

Hale, Edward Everett, 1822-1909. 2 ALS to Ward, William Hayes, 6 January 1892, 24 June 1899.

Hall, H. E. Statement re Charles Harris, purported purchasing agent for Lady Doyle, TDS, 1 page, 12 July no year. Statement by head assistant of William Dibben & Sons Ltd., London.

Hamilton, Leila. My vision, signed handwritten manuscript, 4 pages, undated.

Hamilton, T. Glen. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 8 June 1932.

Harbinger of Light. AL / incomplete to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 18 September 1930.

Hart, Charlotte. ALS / incomplete to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 20 October 1932. Written on this is AL / draft reply by Lady Doyle.

Hart, Ernest L. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 2 June 1931.

Heathcote, May. 2 ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 4 and 13 April 1924.

Helm, Rose B. Message / typed transcript from Frances Iverson Helm, through Rose B. Helm, medium, to Abigail Mathewson Clinton, 16 September 1919. AN in Lady Doyle's hand on cover: "Information about Spirit life."

Hendry, Ivy C. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 15 January 1933.

Hennequin, Holland. ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 8 October 1934.

Henshall, H. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 2 April 1932.

Hepner, Margaret. Telegram to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 31 January 1921.

Hesketh, T. ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, undated.

Hitchcock, C. J. TLS to Ritchie, Thomas with AN attached, 26 February 1927. AN is written on stationery of G. Vale Owen.

Hodgson, Richard. AL / extract / copy to unidentified recipient, 1901.

Hodson, Geoffrey. General description of nature spirits seen in Lancashire, signed carbon copy typescript with handwritten emendations, 8 pages, 1920-1921.

Home, Daniel Dunglas, 1833-1886. ALS to Waifey, 20 March 1881.

Hope, William:

2 ALS, AL to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 24 April 1931, undated.

ALS to Scatcherd, Felicia R., 15 June 1918. ANI by Scatcherd written on this.

Horbury, M. Account of a sitting with Mrs. Brittain, signed handwritten manuscript, 5 pages, 25 January 1922.

Howitt, Mary:

A few words from Mary Howitt, signed handwritten manuscript, 3 pages, 19 June no year. Included with this: 4 newspaper clippings.

ALS to unidentified recipient, undated. She has printed his Christmas poem.

ALS, ALI to unidentified recipient, undated.

2 ALS to Coleman, Benjamin, 15 September 1873, undated.

Howitt, William, 1792-1879:

30 ALS, ALS / incomplete, 4 AL / incomplete to Coleman, Benjamin, 1859-1874, undated.

ALS / copy to the editor of The Glasgow morning journal, 24 June 1864.

ALS to Sandwith, S., 2 February 1861.

ALS, AL to Wilkinson, William, 9 February and 29 June 1867. Signature cut from one letter.

Hughes, W. ALS to unidentified recipient, 20 June 1935.

Der Illustrierte blatt. 2 TLS Irene Seligo to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 23 April 1931, undated.
International psychic gazette. ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 23 January 1931.

Jaken, M. ALS / incomplete to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, undated.

Jefferson, Joseph, 1829-1905. Untitled poem, Why this joyous turmoil? ‘Tis to greet Dr. Doyle!, handwritten manuscript written on card, 26 October 1894. On verso of card: signatures of dinner guests, including Jefferson, Doyle, F. W. Gunsaulus, Eugene Field, Herbert Stewart Stone, etc.

Johnson, E. R., Mrs. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, undated.

Johnson, Henry Mortimer. ALS to unidentified recipient Doctor, 23 April 1922.

Jonson, Ethel. ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 9 February 1932.

Junior Carlton Club. 2 FL to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 5 May and 15 June 1953. Removed from LF 132 C3 CDO.

Kane, Elisha Kent, 1820-1857. ALS to Kearney, John A., undated.

Kennady and Livingston, Inc. TLS Vice president Sanford J. Greenburger to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 26 June 1932.


Krebs, Alice. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 7 May no year.

Kyle, Margaret W. Account of a sitting with C. V. Miller, carbon typescript, 9 pages, 6 March 1921.

Lamond, John, b. 1855. Account of a séance with a reflectograph, typescript, 2 pages, 7 June 1932. Included: Just a word of greeting from A. C. D., handwritten manuscript / excerpt from the séance, 1 page, undated.

Langley, Lester D. A city of the dead, signed handwritten manuscript with emendations, 11 pages, undated. AN by Lady Doyle attached.

La Puma, G. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 19 December 1932. Written in French.

Lavender, George. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 20 October 1932.

Leaf, Horace. ALS, 2 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1930-1931. TLS dated 20 Aug 1930 not described in card catalog, transfer from Photography Collection.

Leckie, Patrick Comrie. Will, TccD, 6 pages, 30 December 1904.

Leckie, Thomas. Letters sent to Leckie and documents pertaining to him, scrapbook with 77 ALS, ALS / incomplete, 2 ALI, ALI / incomplete, 2 AL / incomplete, 12 ADS tipped or laid in, 1835-1878, undated. Included with these: 2 ALS and 5 handwritten receipts or invoices to P. C. Leckie; printed funeral notice for Bishop of Calcutta, 1858.

Lewis, Dorothy. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 6 October 1930.

Lewis, John:

Article on the Price-Hope case for the Psychic gazette, galley proofs with handwritten emendations and marginal notes, 2 pages, August 1922.

Review of La morte et son mystère, vol. 2, by Camille Flammarion, initialed galley proof with handwritten corrections and marginal note, 1 page, August 1922. Published in the Psychic gazette.

ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 1 December 1931.

ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 9 December 1930.


Lippincott, Sara Jane Clark, 1823-1904. 2 ALS Grace Greenwood (pseud.) to Ward, William Hayes, 18 December 1901, undated.

Livermore, Charles F.:

Diary extracts and mediumistic messages he received through Miss Fox, handwritten manuscripts, 59 pages, 1861-1862. Messages primarily from his wife, Estelle. Several From Benjamin Franklin. See J. F. Gray, ALS to Benjamin Coleman, 30 September 1861.

8 ALS to Coleman, Benjamin, 1861-1866. Included with these: 2 envelopes which enclosed the Livermore letters with AN identifications written on them.

Lodge, Oliver Joseph, Sir, 1851-1940:

TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 16 April 1932.

TccLI to Sidgwick, Mrs., 27 May 1920. Included with this: account of private sitting attended by Lodge, carbon copy typescript / incomplete, 1 page, 14 September 1924. Sent to Doyle by Lodge.
London. Haberdashers' Company. Printed invitation to unidentified recipient, 6 November 1930.

London Lyceum District Council. ALS president Albert E. Fruin to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, undated.


London Society. TLS chairman of the council Carmichael Thomas to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 18 March 1932.

London. Woodside Young Men's Fellowship. ALS hon. secretary R. C. Jefferyes to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 29 December 1934.

Lóránt, Michael. 2 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 27 January and 25 February 1932.

Loveless, Edith J. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 14 April 1924.

Lyceum banner. TLS editor J. Norbury to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 8 August 1932.

Lyell-Taylor, Emmeline. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 21 March 1933.

MacDonald, James Ramsay. APCS to Park, William, 25 August 1927.

McDougall, Charles H. ALS to the editor of Light, 1 October 1925.

McKenzie, B. M. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 26 February 1931.

McLaren, F. Psychic experiences, typescript, 2 pages, 10 January 1920.

MacPherson (Norman) & Dunlop. TLS to Park, William, 19 March 1928.

Mahon. Account of sittings with Vyvyan Deacon, carbon copy typescript, 22 pages, 1-4 August no year.

Maines, Fablo Jose T. ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 10 April 1931.


Margesson, Isabel. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 12 November 1931.

Marshall, Edward. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 12 May 1932.

Marylebone Spiritualist Association Ltd. FL to unidentified recipient, 11 May 1956.

Mason, Annie. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 5 December 1932.

Melhuish, Maude. ANS Maude and Annie Victoria M. to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, undated (Australia). Written on a slip of paper.


Millions Club of N. S. W., Sydney. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 16 November 1920.

Mitchell, F. W. Statement re spirit communication with Alexander O'Sullivan, signed typescript, 3 pages, 4 August 1920. Witnessed and signed also by Etta Wriedt, the medium.


Moor, Douglas R. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 28 May 1931.

Moore, Minnie C. ALS to Doyle, Mrs., 22 May 1918.

Moore, Reginald. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1 December 1932.

Morphet, Mrs. Envelope addressed to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady with a stamped, addressed envelope for reply enclosed, 21 October 193_. AN by Lady Doyle written on envelope explaining why she destroyed the letter.

Mortimer, E. G. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 6 October 1930.

Moyes, W. B., Mrs. Psychic records, signed carbon copy typescript, 25 pages, undated.

Mumford, Gurdon Saltonstall. 4 ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1932-1933.

Murray, John Grey. TLS to Doyle, Nina Mdivani, 6 January 1956. Included with this: 3 printed pages. Removed from PG 3476 E95 T53 CDO.
Nash's-Pall Mall magazine. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 30 December 1930.

National Spiritualist, Chicago. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 5 December 1932.

Neill, W. 2 ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 28 October and 4 November 1932.

Newcastle Chronicle Ltd. TLS to Holland, Constance, secretary to Lady Jean Leckie Doyle, 15 April 1931.

Newnes (George), Ltd. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 29 January 1931.

News Chronicle, London:

TL C. G. Godfrey to Holland, Constance, secretary to Lady Jean Leckie Doyle, 21 April 1931.

7 TLS, telegram Hugh Redwood to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, March-April 1931.

Noë, C. H. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 3 February 1934.

Norsk Selskap for Psykisk Forskning, Christiana. Statement re Susanna Harris, TDS, 3 pages, 7 April 1920. Signed by the president and five other members.


Northcliffe Newspapers Ltd. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 24 July 1930. Written on letter is AL shorthand draft of a reply.

Oaten, Ernest W. TLS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 4 February 1933. Letterhead: Two Worlds Publishing Co., Ltd.

Oliphant, Rosamond Dale Owen. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 3 May 1932.

Oliver, Annie E. 2 ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 26 January and 3 February 1931.

Oliver, J. C., Mrs. Account of a séance with Mrs. Brittain, signed handwritten manuscript, 5 pages, 22 March 1919.


Owen, George Vale, 1869-1931:


The life eternal, typescript with handwritten marginal notes, 25 pages, undated.

The life beyond the veil: volumes III, IV and V, signed typescript, 619 pages in 3 bound volumes, July 1920. Includes spirit messages received from 8 September 1917 to 3 April 1919. Cover title: The Vale Owen script.

Parish, W. T. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 24 December 1934.

Paterson, A. J. B. ALS to Monier-Williams, R. G., 1 June no year.

Pelling, Alfred. Some experiences of Hafed in the spheres, through Alfred Pelling, medium, signed handwritten manuscript, 6 pages, undated.

Perriman, A. E. TLS / incomplete to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, undated.

Peter, Josef. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 21 March 1931.

Pierce, Daisy M. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 20 March 1933.

Pitson. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, undated. Written on verso: AL / shorthand draft reply.

Les Polaires:


2 envelopes to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1931. Removed from BF 1623 R7 G7 CDO.

8 TLS Zam Bhotiva to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, January-October 1931.

Ponte, Francisco. To Dr. Walter Franklin Priece (sic, Prince)... of the American Society for Psychical Research, New York, signed typescript with handwritten corrections, 26 pages, 25 March 1923. A report of the Psychical Society, Maria, San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Powell, Peter. TL / copy to the editor of The Sunday chronicle, Manchester, undated.

Pretorius, J. W. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 21 January 1931.


Purchas, T. A. R. 6 ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 31 March-31 May 1931.

Raynes, J. J. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 7 March 1932.

Reade, L. I. ALS to Park, William, 19 June 1928.

Reeves, A. L. ALS / incomplete to unidentified recipient, undated. Concerns "abominable treatment of poor tortured animals."

Reilly, Mr. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 19 September 1934.

Reuter, Florizel von, 1890-1985:

Account of a séance, handwritten manuscript, 13 pages; typescript, 6 pages; 25 October 1930.

Account of incidents concerning the spirit-picture, signed handwritten manuscript, 3 pages on 2 leaves, undated.

Hattie's description of a visit to the dark spheres, handwritten manuscript, 11 pages, undated.

Psychical experiences of a musician: book three, handwritten and typed manuscript, 180 pages, undated.

What we know about Arthur Ford, handwritten manuscript, 4 pages, undated.

Rev. G. Vale Owen Committee. 2 FL to unidentified guarantors and contributors, 16 June 1927, undated. Included with this: minutes, typescript, 2 pages, 16 May 1924.

Riddel, B. H. W. ALS to Jonson, George Charles Ashton, Mrs., 31 December no year.


Röthy, Karl. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 26 February 1931.

Rose, Leslie. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 12 April 1924.

Roughead, William. Telegram to Park, William, 19 November 1927.

Rowe, Marjorie I. Spirit message from Amelius to Mr. Lewis through Marjorie I. Rowe, carbon copy typescript, 2 pages, 29 November 1930.

Rush, Benjamin. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 22 March no year. Included with this: AL / draft reply. Removed from BF 1301 R8 CDO.

Russell, Henry Tosti:  

    TLS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 14 July 1930. 

    3 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1931.


Rutty, W. The Quick and the dead, typescript, 58 pages, undated.

Salter, Helen. ALS to Fielding, Everard, 2 March 1920.

Saltonstall, F. W. signed IOU to Coleman, Benjamin, handwritten, 7 October 1854.

Salzer, Egon Michael. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1 December 1931.

Sauer, Julian Lina, b. 1891. Deposition re circumstances surrounding death of Houdini, TccD, 2 pages, 7 May 1927. Included with this: depositions by Samuel J. Smilovitz and Julia Karchere, 2 TccD, 3 pages; 2 pages; 1 April and 7 May 1927.

Saunders, Robert H. The Sunday chronicle and its psychic experts, carbon copy typescript with handwritten emendations, 4 pages, undated.
Saunders, Robert H. 2 ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 25 and 28 November 1930.

Savelieffs. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 15 January 1931.


Scheuer (Alwin J.) Books and Manuscripts. TLS J. C. C. Taylor to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 30 December 1930.


Schuyler, Agnes C. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 21 May 1931.


Seaborne, Winifred. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 21 May 1931.

Segrave, Doris. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 8 June no year.


Shipman (A. R.) & L. L. King. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 29 October 1932.

Shroff, Jamsetji Dadabhoy. Address cut from letter, undated. Removed from BT 923 S576 HRC.

Singleton, L. E. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 6 May 1932.

Skeyhill, Thomas John, 1896-1932:

Unknown; a comedy in four acts, carbon copy typescript with handwritten corrections, 128 pages, undated. TccL to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle laid in. Container 18.7

The Unknown; a play in four acts, carbon copy typescript with typed title page, 121 pages, 1926.


Slater, Oscar, 1872-1948:
ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 2 January 1928.

2 ALS to Park, William, 21 November 1927, 10 August 1928.

Smith, Andrew B. TL / copy to Borelli, 1 November 1926. Claims $10,000 for predicting Houdini's death. Pasted to this are two newspaper clippings.

Smith, W. A. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 29 November 1932. Letterhead: Central Spiritualist Church, Brighton.

Snyder, Dorothea J. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 29 May 1935.

Society for Psychical Investigation, Reading, England. ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 27 February 1931.

Society for Psychical Research. ALS to Gow, David, 28 February 1920.


Society for Psychical Research, Sheffield & District. ALS to Wood, A. H., 8 July 1925.

Society for the Study of Supernormal Pictures. Budget no. 85, mimeo newsletter, 5 pages, 4 August 1922.

Society for the Study of Supernormal Pictures. Budget no. 91, mimeo newsletter, 10 pages, January 1922.

Society Pictorial Press. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 14 September 1932.


Southev, H. W. Séances at Meittze Tydfil, ADS, 5 pages, 10 February 1920. Signed also by Daisy E. Southev. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Lady Doyle present at séances.

Stable, E. ALS to Park, William, 13 November 1927.

Stead, Estelle Wilson. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 24 April 1931.

Stobbs, Frederick Garnet:

3 TLS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 1934.
TLS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 29 December 1933. Removed from BF 1261 D8 CDO.


Sunday chronicle, London. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 26 July 1930.

Sunday dispatch, London. 4 TLS A. C. Gugan to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1930-1931.

Sunday express, London. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 7 May 1931.

Sunday graphic, London:

   FL to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, undated. Enclosed payment for 1934 contribution by Doyle to the paper.  Container 18.6

   22 TLS Charles Eade to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 1934-1935.

   2 TLS Charles Eade to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 10 and 14 August 1934.


Sussex gazette. Telegram to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 17 July 1930.

Sydney Sunday sun. Unidentified review, handwritten manuscript / excerpt / copy, 1 page, undated. Removed from D 546 D6 vol. 1, copy 1 CDO.  Container 19.1

T_____, H_____. A rescue circle, carbon typescript, 9 pages, undated.

Talbot. Sign against obsession, handwritten manuscript, 2 pages, undated.

Thomas, Charles Drayton, 1867-1953. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 5 January 1931.

Thomas, Lechmere C. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, undated.

Thompson. An account of what happened on the evening of Nov. 5th 25…, handwritten manuscript, 19 pages, undated.

Tichaud. TccL to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 21 January no year.

Toole-Stott, Raymond. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 10 September 1931.
Toronto star. ALS Henry Somerville to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 2 April 1931.

Tozer, Edgar. 5 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1932-1935.

Transvaal Chamber of Mines. Visitors pass for Village Deep mine, signed typed and printed pass, a page, 3 January 1929.

Trevelyn, Nesta. Remarkable apparition of the virgin Mary in an amature (sic, amateur) photograph, typescript with handwritten emendations, 3 pages, undated.


Tweedale, Charles Lakeman:

ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 3 December 1932. Not described in card catalog, transfer from Photography Collection.

ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 17 May 1940. Removed from BF 1261 T82.

Tweedale, Dorothy M. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 4 December 1934.

Two worlds. TLS editor E. W. Oaten to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 23 May 1932.

Underhill, Margaret V. Personal experiences with automatic and inspirational writing, signed mimeo with minor handwritten emendations, 22 pages, undated.

United Feature Syndicate. 2 TLS, TccLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1931. One addressed to secretary Constance Holland.

United Kingdom Debenture Bank Limited. FL to the shareholders, 8 October 1919.

Van Valen, Herbert L. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 26 May 1932.

Vincent, William C. S. A cold record of authentic facts, signed carbon copy typescript, 8 pages, 10 May 1919.

Vroland, Janet Huntly. Message / handwritten transcription from unidentified spirits, through Janet Huntly Vroland, medium, to unidentified recipients, 1 October 1920.


Watt (A. P.) & Sons. TN to unidentified recipient, undated. Removed from PR 1175 M3 CDO.
Weller, Florence M. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 1921.

Wells, Coburn. 4 TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady re Not who's who but what's what, 1932. Included: Lady Jean Leckie Doyle's replies to Wells' questions, carbon typescript, 4 pages, undated.

West, ____. ALS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 23 April 1934. Not described in card catalog, transfer from Photography Collection.

West Riding of Yorkshire Psychical Society. 2 TLS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 7 January and 10 November 1931.

Wickland, Anna W. TLS to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 18 April 1932.

Willesden Presbyterian Church Club. TLS hon. secretary Leslie Gardner to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 16 November 1930.

Williams, Tanthe. TLS to De Brath, Stanley, 1 June 1928. Part of the first page is lacking, with some loss of text. Written on this is ANI De Brath to Doyle.

Wilson. My first experience in spiritual communication, handwritten manuscript, 4 pages, 1927.

Wilson, Duncan. Account of a séance, handwritten manuscript, 7 pages, 20 February 1919.

Wodiska, Edward. ALS / incomplete to unidentified recipient, undated. Removed from BF as83 W6 A3.

Wood, A. H. ALI to Owen, George Vale, 3 June 1927.

Woodside Young Men's Fellowship. ALS to Doyle, Denis Percy Stewart Conan, 11 December 1935.

Wright (Alfred) & Sons. Printed business card with handwritten estimate for an antique on verso, undated.

Yates, Vera. AL / incomplete to Doyle, Jean Leckie, Lady, 11 October no year.
Explanatory Note Concerning Manuscript Collections Cataloged in the Card Catalog

Prior to 1990 when archival cataloging procedures were adopted at the Ransom Center, all manuscript collections were described in a card catalog.

Organization of Collections:

- Manuscripts for each author collection were organized into four categories:
  - Works: manuscripts by the author, arranged alphabetically by title;
  - Letters: the author's outgoing correspondence, arranged alphabetically by recipient name;
  - Recipient: the author's incoming correspondence, arranged alphabetically by the author of the letter; and
  - Miscellaneous: all other manuscripts and correspondence, arranged alphabetically by creator.

Materials that did not fit into these categories, such as art, photographs, books, and near-print materials such as newspaper clippings, were dispersed to other Ransom Center collections for cataloging and storage.

Abbreviations Used in Descriptions:

The symbols below were used in combinations. For example ALS means autograph letter signed; Tccms means typed carbon copy manuscript, etc.

- A = autograph (i.e., handwritten)
- T = typed
- S = signed
- I = initialed
- Ms = manuscript
- Mss = manuscripts
- L = letter
- FL = form letter
- N = note
- D = document
- C = card
- PC = post card
- cc = carbon copy
- p = page
- pp = pages
- l = leaf
- ll = leaves
- nd = no date
- inc d = incomplete date